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Abstract

Lifting and Extending Measures by Forcing; Fragile Measurability

by

Joel David Hamkins

Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics

University of California. Berkeley

Professor W. Hugh Woodin, Chair

A seed for a measure /z on D via an embedding j is an element a € j(D]
such that A € fj. <-*• a € j(A] for every set A £ D I present in Chapter One an
elementary theory of seeds, and use it to answer a question concerning generalized
Prikry forcing.

In Chapter Two I investigate two ways measures in V can relate to measures in
a forcing extension V\G}; namely, a measure ^ in V might extend to a measure f in
V[G] in the sense that ^ c i/, or it might lift in the sense that j^ = jv \ V. I present
unusual examples showing how these similar notions subtly differ. For example,
a normal measure can extend to normal measures to which it does not lift, and a
normal measure might extend to many measures, none normal, and hence not lift
at all. Extensions need not even respect the Rudin-Kiesler or Mitchell orders. To
produce useful lifts, I present Woodin's fast function forcing, and, from stronger
hypotheses, lift very large embeddings to ordinary ultrapowers on a measurable
cardinal.

Laver [L] and others [G-SJ have shown how to make the supercompactness or
strongness of K indestructible by a wide class of forcing notions. I show, alterna-
tively, how to make these properties fragile. Specifically, in Chapter Three I prove
that it is relatively consistent that any forcing which preserves K<K and K+, but not
P(K), destroys the measurability of K, even if /c is initially supercompact, strong.
or if II(K) holds. Obtained as an application of some general lifting theorems, this
result is an "inner model" type of theorem proved instead by forcing.
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For Sara, who knows the meaning and value of yams and Anarchy.
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There is always something larger than that which is large.

Anazagoras (c.500BC-c.428BC)

Introduction

Set theorists jump from universe to universe in the same way that algebraists jump

from group to ring or analysts jump from function space to function space. There

are so many universes to choose from! Indeed, we can build them with Cohen's

forcing technique. Because it reveals to us the rich possibility of alternate math-

ematical universes in which fundamental truth is altered, forcing is perhaps the

most fantastic set theoretic idea. Set theorists through forcing have discovered the

ubiquity of independence. By observing truth in various universes, we know that

many fundamental mathematical questions are provably unanswerable by the usual

Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZFc) axioms of set theory. In this sense. ZFC is a weak theory.

The elegant, large cardinal axioms redress this weakness and explore the very

idea of mathematical infinity, sublime yet inaccessible. These fascinating principles

reach ever higher, and provide stronger and stronger axiomatizations of Cantor's

absolute infinity. They form a convenient scale which can gauge the consistency

strength of general mathematical propositions.

This dissertation concerns the interaction of these two exciting notions. I am

interested in how large cardinals are affected by forcing. Which large cardinal

properties are preserved through which kinds of forcing extensions? When are large

cardinals destroyed by forcing?

The large cardinals I am most interested in, those near or above measurability,

are characterized by the existence of certain kinds of embeddings j : V —* M. It is

ver}T natural to inquire when these embeddings lift to the larger domain of the forcing

extension j : V[G] —» M[j(G)]. Usually this means the cardinal is also preserved.

Silver (see [SILJ) gave the first nontrivial lifting argument to get the Generalized

Continuum Hypothesis (GCH) to fail at a measurable cardinal K, assuming K is

ft+^-supercompact in the ground model. His argument sets a paradigm for the

lifting arguments in my dissertation.

Much of my understanding of ultrapower maps and measures, and therefore of

large cardinals, grows out of the seed concept. By concentrating on the seed of
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an embedding, we effectively hold the measure under a microscope: the seed has

all the properties that are true on a large set. The structure, for example, of the

Rudin-Kiesler order is revealed as a simple generating relation on the seeds. Prikry

sequences can be viewed as sequences of seeds. In chapter 1,1 present an elementary

theory of seeds, and use it to answer a question concerning Prikry sequences.

In chapter 2, I attempt to untangle the closely related ideas of measures lifting

and extending. After giving some general characterizations of lifting and extending,

I show specifically how lifts and extensions affect the Rudin-Kiesler and Mitchell

orders. I next present some perhaps unusual examples showing how the similar

notions of lift and extend can differ subtly: a normal measure can extend to normal

measures to which it does not lift; and a normal measure can extend to many mea-

sures, none of which are normal. I prove that measure extension need not respect

the Rudin-Kiesler or Mitchell orders. Finally I show how very large embeddings.

such as a supercompact embeddings. can lift to ordinary normal ultrapowers in a

forcing extension.

In order to understand large cardinals, set theorists have constructed for them

canonical inner models. These models, built from the ground up, have a rich struc-

ture theory and invariably satisfy, for example, the GCH. The finely structured

model L[fj] has long been a cozy universe for a measurable cardinal, and we have

other models for up to several Woodin cardinals. But the inner model approach

seems to have stalled somewhere below a supercompact cardinal. In chapter 3, I

prove the relative consistency of fragile measurability. Specifically, I show that it is

relatively consistent that K is supercompact, strong, or satisfies Ii, yet any forcing

poset which preserves K<U and K+ but not P(/c) destroys the measurability of K.

Since fragile measurability holds in the inner models of large cardinals, my theorem

can be viewed as a way of obtaining inner model like properties by forcing, for car-

dinals which have as yet no nice inner model theory. The arguments of chapter 3

essentially stand on their own, needing only a few incidental lemmas from chapters

1 and 2.
j
I

Throughout this dissertation I assume familiarity with the fundamental ideas

of iterated forcing, as well as the basic relationships between a measure /j. and the

corresponding ultrapower map j^ : V —> M^. Consult the standard set theory texts,

such as [KUN],[JECH], or [KAN], for elaboration on these important notions. I argue

freely in ZFC, appealing to the axiom of choice whenever it is convenient to do so.
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My sights are focussed on K: unless stated otherwise. I will always denote by

K the critical point of any embedding j : V —» M. Furthermore, I will always , '

assume, unless stated otherwise, that my measures /i are K-complete but not K+-
complete. and concentrate either on some set I?, or on K. For example, if I mention

a measure on K, I mean a K-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter on K. When I say

"all measures" I mean all K-complete measures (not K+-complete) on any set D. I
have attempted to prove most of my theorems in this general case of D, so that. j

for example, supercompact measures are handled at the same time as measures on
-*

K. Naturally, if p. concentrates on .D, then j(fJ.) will concentrate on j(D). "without

any remarks. The notation / ~^ g means that { b f(b) — g(b) } € fi. Following
Adrian Mathias, I use the notation / • A —»• B to mean that / is a partial function

from A to B.

Chapter 1 Seeds

The concept of a seed for an embedding or measure is a powerful analytical tool.

Not only does a single seed reveal under scrutiny the essence of the measure: it

has all the properties that are true almost everywhere, but also the seed generates

algebraically the whole ultrapower! This dissertation is rooted in the seed concept.

Definition 1.0.1 If j : V —»• M is an embedding and a e j ( D ) for some set D, then

I'll say that a is a seed via j for the measure // = {AcD\a£ j(A) }. The seed
a is said to germinate p. via j. An element a generates 6 via j, written a N-» b
or more precisely a <^>j 5, iff b = j(f)(a) for some function / € V. The relation ^~»

is reflexive and transitive. The seed a is said to generate all of M when a N~» b for
every b € M. I argue below in this case that [/]M = j(f)(a), where n is the measure
germinated by a.

Notice that the measure germinated by a seed a is nonprincipal exactly when a is

not in the range of j. I am consequently usually only interested in seeds that are

not in the range of j.
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81.1 The Seed Lemmas°

The seed lemmas below summarize some basic seed properties. I will frequently cite

these lemmas later on.

Seed Lemma 1.1.1 Suppose j : M —»• N is an. elementary embedding of transitive
models M and N ofZT. Then j is an M-ultrapower map iff some seed a generates
all of N. (In this case, the measure is germinated by the seed a.)

Proof: (—»•) Suppose that j is an M-ultrapower by some M-measure fj. on a set

D. Let G = [id],,. Observe that if dom(/) = D, then j ( f ) ( a ) = [c/],i([id]^) =

[ { f ( a ] | a € I>)] „ = [/]„, and therefore N = { j(/)(a) / € M }.

(<—) Now suppose that A7 = { j(/)(a) / € M }. Fix D with c e j(D}, and

define fi = {AcD\A€M&a€ j(A] }. It is easy to verify that p. is an M-

measure on D (That is, it measures only sets in M, which is all you need to define

the M-ultrapower); this will be left to the reader. Let j^ : M —+ M^ be the M-

ultrapower by p. Define if : MM —> A7 by <f : [f]^ i—» j(/)(a). Note that y? is

well defined since / ~^ g «-» { i /(6) = 5(6) } € ^i •<-» a € j"({ 6 /(6) = <?(6) }) *-*

j ( f ) ( a ) = j ( g ) ( a ) . This also shows that if preserves € by replacing ~^ and = with

€ ^ and €, respectively. But (f is onto, hence an isomorphism. Since A7 is transitive,

it must be that M^ = A7 and (f> = id. Since </?(j^(x)) = ^([c^J^) = j(cx)(a) = j(x),

it follows that j = j^ is the ultrapower by fj.. Qi,«mn.»

Definition 1.1.2 If j : V —* M is an embedding, and V c V[G] is a forcing

extension, then a lift of j is an embedding h : V[G] —» M[/i(G)j, such that h \V = j.

I will usually denote the lift also by j, and write j : V[G] —* Af [/((?)], since by

the lifting condition there is no ambiguity. Whenever 5 is a set of seeds, then let

^5 = { j ( f ) ( s ) s € [S]<u ] be the set of elements generated by seeds in S. When

only one seed is involved, at the risk of ambiguity, denote Xra i simply by XQ. I

hope it will be clear from context which meaning is intended. When c € j(D), it

suffices to consider only functions with dom(/) = D.

Seed Hull Lemma 1.1.3 X5 -< M.

Proof: One can view X^ as a Skolem hull of 5 U ran(j') in M, since the functions
j(f) are essentially Skolem functions (indeed, Xs is the smallest Skolem hull of
S U ran(j) in M). I will simply verify the Tarski-Vaught criterion. Every element
of Xs has the form j(/)(«), for some 5 € [5']<u'. By adding dummy variables,
any finite number of elements in Xs can be generated from the same s. Suppose
that M \= 3 y 6 [ y , j ( f ) ( s ) } . Let D be such that 5 € j ( D ) . Let g be a Skolem
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function for #(y,/(x)). That is, for each x € D, let g(x) be any y such that

0[y, /(z)] holds, if there is such a y. Otherwise, let g(x) = 0. Thus, by elementarity.

M \= @[j(g)(s),j(f )($)], since by assumption there was such a y in M at s. Thus, a

witness can be chosen in X5, and so the Tarski-Vaught criterion is verified, proving

the lemma. Qi~m.»

In view of the Seed Hull Lemma 1.1.3, let TT : 3i$ —* MS be the Mostowski

collapse, let k = Tr"1, and let jo = TT o j. This produces the following diagram:

V

M

Let 5o = TT " S, and then observe that

Thus, the factor embedding jo is generated by the seeds in So- In particular, if

5 = {a}, then jo is the ultrapower generated by seed CQ. This is what I mean when

I say, "factor j using o as a seed."

Old Seed Lemma 1.1.4 If a set of seeds 5 generates all of an embedding j, then
it also generates all of any lift of j.

Proof: Suppose j : V —» M is generated by the seeds in 5 and lifts to j : V[G] —+

M ( j ( G } } . Let X = (Xs)^1^. Apply the Seed Hull Lemma 1.1.3 in V[G] to see

that X = CKS)
V[G] = { J(/)(*) / € V[G\ & s € [S]<u } X M[j(G}}. Notice that

M c J£, since we assumed 5 generated all of M in V. Moreover, j(G) £ X by using

the constant function with value G. Thus M[j(C?)] c JY", since every element of

M [j(G)] is definable from a name in M and the generic j(G). Therefore M [?((?)] =

X, and so the seeds in 5 still generate the whole embedding in V[G]. D^mm.
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Consequently, the embedding by a normal measure always lifts to the embedding

of a normal measure, if it lifts at all (K still being a seed), since an embedding j is

the embedding by a normal measure iff K generates all of j.

The converse of the Old Seed Lemma 1.1.4 is not usually true, since V[G] may

have some unusual functions which allow a seed to generate the whole embedding

there, but not in V. In particular, a </~*b is often not preserved through lifts. The

following "folk theorem" was shown to me by Robert Solovay.

Rigid Measure Lemma 1.1.5 If p, is a measure oc D and T € DD satisfies

X € [i «-» T~^X € fj, then TT ~^ id.

Proof: Since TT is a set of ordered pairs, we can interpret it as a graph with

vertex set D. Let A select one element from each connected component of this

graph. Since a and b lie in the same component of the graph iff 7rn(a) = ^(b) for

some natural numbers n and k. it follows that D = (Jn k K~nirk(A}. By countable

additivity, it follows that xk(A) € p for some k. Let B = ^k(A] for this k. Thus, by

the assumption on r, ir~lB € y. as well. But B selects only one element from each

component of TT. Thus, if b 6 Br\-x~^B. then b and 7r(6) are both in B, and obviously

in the same component, so 6 = ^(b). Thus. TT fixes every element of B n Tr"1 B. and

SO 7T ~M id. DL*mm»

When D is & set of ordinals or otherwise well-ordered then the previous proof

does not use AC, since one can obtain A by simply picking the least element of each

connected component.

It turns out that j is the ultrapower by a normal measure on K iff K generates

the whole embedding. Such seeds, however, are not unique; indeed, if a generates

the whole embedding, then so does a + 1. This new seed, however, will germinate

a different measure.

The Unique Seed Lemma 1.1.6 If j :V—*Mis the ultrapower by p, then [id]^

is the unique seed germinating ^ via j.

Proof: First note that [id]M works: [id]^ € j(X} «-* [id]^ € [cx]n *-+ { a a € X } €

IJL <-+ X € p.. If [TT]M is also a seed, then X € p. <-> [TT]M € j ( X ) «-» [TT]^ € [cx]fi *-*

{ a 7r(a) £ X } € p. •*-> Tr"1^ € //. Therefore, by the Rigid Measure Lemma 1.1.5,
.

7T ~u id. | ll^mm.

i"
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If j : V —> M is an embedding such that |j(/c)| > 22 , then, since each a < J(K)

germinates a measure on K, by the pigeon-hole principle there will be a measure /j

on K which is germinated by more than one seed via j. Nevertheless, these seeds

cannot be too closely related in M, by the following corollary.

Distant Seeds Corollary 1.1.7 If j : V —+ M is any eJementary embedding, then

no seed for & measure n via j can generate another seed for /j..

Proof: Assume that c and b are both seeds for a measure ft via j, and that a

generates b. So b = j(f)(a) for some /. and therefore, since both a and b germinate

H, X e n «-> b € j ( X ) « j(/)(o) € ;(*) « c € OX/))-1^^) «-» a e j (/-JX) «

f~lX € yii. By the Rigid Measure Lemma 1.1.5. then, / ~^ id, and so a =• b. Qc.roii»ry

The following fact is an interesting consequence of the Unique Seed Lemma

1.1.6, but it is false for extender embeddings as I show in 1.2.17.

Corollary 1.1.8 If the following diagram commutes, where j is an ultrapowermap,

then k = id.

M M

Proof: Suppose that j is the ultrapower by the measure p.. Notice, by commu-

tativity, that k must fix ran(j). We know that M = {j(f)(a) f € V }, where

a — [id]^, by the Seed Lemma 1.1.1. Observe that X € p «-+ a € j(X) «-»

Jb(a) e k(j(X}} = j(X). Therefore, k(a) = a, by the Unique Seed Lemma 1.1.6.

Thus fc(j(/)(a)) = fc(j(/))(fc(a)) = ;(/)(a)> ^d so * is trivial. D<=«°"^
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11.2 The Rudin-Kiesler and Mitchell orders

Definition 1.2.1 The Rudin-Kiesler order on embeddings is h $„ j iff j factors
through h. That is, iff there is some embedding k making the following diagram

commute:

V

M

The order is thus also naturally defined on the set of measures so that fj.

Jn ^« j v - The diagram in this case is:

v iff

V

ML

Definition 1.2.2 Whenever v is a measure concentrating on D and / : D — * B let

It is easy to see that / * i/ is a measure on B.

Theorem 1.2.3 Tie following are equivalent:

1. fj, $„. i/. i.e. jv factors through j^.

2. n is germinated via jv by a seed.

3. A seed for v generates a seed for n via some embedding j .

4. Every seed for v generates a seed for // via any embedding j .

5. ^ = / * v for some function f .

Proof: (1— >2). Assume that jv factors through j'M, as in the diagram. Let a =

fc([id]M). We know by the unique seed lemma that [id]M germinates fj, via j^, so by

commutativity, a germinates // via jv.
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(2«-»3). The forward direction is trivial, since [id],, is a seed for v via jv and

generates everything in Mv. Conversely, suppose that a ***, b for some embedding

;, where a and b are seeds respectively for v and p.. Factor j using a as a seed.

This gives j - k o jv. Since b e Xa. there is some b0 such that k(b0) = b. Now just

observe: X e p «-» b e j(X] «-* k(b0) e k(Jv(X)} «-» b0 € >(Ar), so xx is germinated
by a seed via j^.

(2—*4). Suppose that a germinates i/ via some embedding j. Factor j using a

as a seed. This gives j = k o jv. By 2, fj. is germinated by a seed b via jj,, and so

by commutativity k(b) germinates p. via j. Moreover, since Xfl = ran(fc), it follows

that k(b) € Xa, and so o N-»;- b.

(4—»5). Let j = jv. Certainly v is germinated by a seed via j. Therefore, there

is some a germinating fj, via j. Notice that a 6 j(B), where /i concentrates on B.

Suppose that v concentrates on D, and let / : D —» B satisfy o = [/]„. Observe that

X € f*v <-> f~lX e i/ «-> { b f ( b ) € X } € v <-» [/]„ e ;^(A') ̂  a € ̂ (Ar) ̂  Ar € M.

Thus, \i — j*v.

(5—>1). Suppose that ^ = j * v. Define i : M ,̂ —> M^ by /c : [^j^ "—>• [^ o f ] v .

First notice that this map is well defined since g ~^ h +-* { 6 y(&) = h(b) } e ^ <->

{ c s ( f ( c } ) — h ( f ( c ) } } € i/ «-+ 0o/ «—„ foo/. Essentially the same argument shows

that it is elementary, since M^ != ^[f f ] *-+ { b j 0[(f(ft)] } € ft <-»• { c ^[^(/(c))] } €

v <-> M^ f= ^[^ o /], where by g o / I mean the vector obtained by composing in

turn each function in g with /. Finally, the diagram commutes, since fc(j^(x)) =

^([cr]^) = [CT o f ] v = [cz}v = jV(x). [>>•«•>«-

Remark 1.2.4 In each of the above statements, the generating function was the

same, so the proof actually showed that the following are equivalent:

1. jv factors through j^ via the map k : [g}^ *-* [g o /]„.

2. /i is germinated via jv by the seed [/],,.

3. j ( f ) ( a ) is a seed for fj. via some embedding j, where a is a seed for v via j.

4. j(/)(c) is a seed for fj, via any embedding j, whenever a is a seed for v via j.

5. jz = /*i/.

Definition 1.2.5 If // $„ i/ ^« M, tlien we saJ' M is Rudin-Kiesler equivalent to

i/, written \i ~M v. If /z = TT * i/ for some bijection TT : D —> B, where /i and

j/ concentrate on B and D, respectively, then we say that /x is isomorphic to i/,

written ^ = i/. If two measures /x and i/ are unrelated by the Rudin-Kiesler order,

then we write /x !.„ v.
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Theorem 1.2.6 Tie following are equivalent:

*• J \i = Jv-

2. fJL ~M V.

Proof: (1 <-* 2) Assume j^ = jv. Then clearly j^ and j,, factor through each other
so ^ ~M i/. Conversely, if ^ ~IIK v, then jv = k o j^ for some i, and j^ = h o jV for
some /i. But then jv = kohc _?'„, and so by Corollary 1.1.8 it follows that k o h. = id.
Similarly, /i o fc = id. That is, fc is an isomorphism of MM to Mv. Since transitive

classes are rigid, k = id, and so j^ = jv.

(2 +-»• 3) Now assume that /u ~RK ZA Thus, /^. = / * v and v = # * ^ for some
functions / and g. Thus. f = < 7 * / * f = (<70/ )* i / , and so by the Rigid Measure

Lemma 1.1.5 g o / ~,, id. Thus, / is 1-1 on a set in v* and so by fixing up / on
a set of large cardinality not in v. f ~^ TT for some bisection TT. It follows that

^ = / * z / = 7 r * i / , and hence n = v. Conversely, if // == i/ via some permutation TT.

then surely \i = TT * i/, and also i/ = Tr"1 * /z, so /j ~M i/. QTb.or«n,

Remark 1.2.7 The above theorem is false for extender embeddings. That is, for
extenders, it is possible that j ^aK h ^K j but j =£ h. This occurs, for example,
when j is the u;-iteration of /j. x v. and h is the ^-iteration of v x p.. for two distinct

normal measures // and v.

Least Seed Theorem 1.2.8 if /j is a measure, the following ordinals are equal:

1. Tie Jeast ordinal seed wiici generates all of M^.

2. Tie Jeast [id],,, wiere v ~KK n and v concentrates on ordinals.

3. Tie Jeast [/],, wiere / injects a set in ^ to the ordinals.

Proof: First observe that the ordinal in 1 actually exists, since any measure is
•—•

isomorphic to a measure on ordinals, which of course will make [id] an ordinal

which generates the whole embedding. Denote the ordinal in 1 by 8^.

Now I will prove that <5M is the ordinal of 2. Certainly by the Unique Seed
Lemma 1.1.6 each such [id]v is a seed that generates all of Mv =• M^ via jv = j^.

Conversely, if a generates all of M^, then the measure v germinated by the seed o

satisfies v ~mi[ fj, and Mv — M^. Consequently, by the Unique Seed Lemma 1.1.6,

[id],, = a.

Lastly, I will prove that 5^ is the ordinal of 3. I may assume by the previous

argument that <5M = [id],, for some v ~KK p.. By the previous theorem v = TT * fj. for

some permutation TT, and moreover [TT]^ is a seed for v via jp = jv. Consequently.
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by the Unique Seed Lemma 1.1.6. [id]i/ = [TT]^. Thus, since TT is 1-1 on every set, 8^

is no smaller than the least [f]^ which is 1-1 on a set in /z. Conversely, if / is 1-1 on
a set in //, let T/ = / * /i. Clearly 77 "-„ fi since we also have fj. = /-1 * rj. Moreover,
[id]^ = [f]^ by the Unique Seed Lemma 1.1.6, since both are seeds for 77 via j^ = jr/-

Thus, 6^ is no larger than the least [/]M which is 1-1 on a set in fi. QT»,«r«m

Definition 1.2.9 Denote the ordinal of the theorem by <5M. Also, write ^ <„ v to

mean fj, ^^ v but fi *-„ v.

Theorem 1.2.10 If fi <« v as below, then k(8^) < bv. In particular, 8^ < 8V.

Proof: Since <„ and 8,, depend only the ~RK equivalence class of i/, I may assume

that <5j/ = [id]v by replacing i/, if necessary, with an equivalent measure. By Remark
1.2.4 we know that k : [f]^ »— > [/ o T\V, where [r]v is a seed for \i via jv. (Notice

that since k : J^(/)(fl) f~4 J j /( /)(^( a))5 the map k is determined by where it sends
G = [id]p.) Observe that since fj, ^RK z/, we know r is not 1-1 on any set in v.

(Otherwise, /j, would be isomorphic to i/.) Let <r(/?) be the least ordinal a satisfying

. r(a) = 0. Thus, a is denned on ran(r) € /i. Moreover, since J3 = r(<j(/3)) it
follows that c is 1-1 on ran(r). Therefore, 8^ ^ [cr]^ by the previous theorem.

and so k(8n) ^ ^(W»») = \a ° T}v -^u^ clearly CT(T(Q:)) ^ a, and in fact since
r is not 1-1 on any set in v. it is actually true that \a o r\v < [id]v. Conclude

Corollary 1.2.11 (SOLOVAY) <RK is well founded on measures.

Proof: Immediate.

Let's denote the rank of a measure ^ in <„ by p

Definition 1.2.12 \i is modest iff it concentrates on ordinals and there is no

regressive injective function with domain in ^.
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Theorem 1.2.13 Ever}' measure is ~mi( to a unique modest measure.

Proof: It is evident by the Least Seed Theorem 1.2.8 that p is modest iff 6^ =

[id]^. Suppose n is a measure. Pick v ~1UI ^ by the theorem such that such that

8fi = [id],,. Thus, since <$„ = 6^ = [id],/, v is modest. If v' ~mit fj. is also modest, then

[id],/ = 8vi = 8V = [id],,, and so both i/ and v1 have the same seed via j^ — jv — jv>.

Therefore, v = z/'. QTI...™™

Modest Seed Corollary 1.2.14 Every seed for ^ via jv is below [id],,, if \i is

modest and \i <„ v.

Proof: This is really a corollary to 1.2.10. Suppose [r]v is a seed for p via jv.

Thus, k : [f]^ *— » [/ o r]v is the corresponding embedding from M^ to Mv. and we

obtain the following diagram.

V

Mv

•

Since /z is modest, 8^ — [id]M. By Theorem 1.2.10 above, fc(£^) < <5^. Consequently,

[r]v = fc([id]M) = k(8fj.} < 8V ^ [id]v, and the corollary is proved. Qco,ou»ry

Let j : V —» M be the ultrapower by some measure 77. If a and 6 are seeds, then

say a $RK b iff 6 N~^ a. and a <RK 6 iff a ^RK 6 but b ̂  a. (Clearly these relations

depend on j. though it is not indicated in the notation.) The relation <M is clearly

well-founded on the seeds, because a <„, b implies fj,a <„ /ij,, where /zc denotes the

measure germinated by the seed c. Since a measure may have more than one seed

via j, the converse need not necessarily hold. Denote the rank of the seed a with

respect to this relation by p^(a). The following theorem relates the structure of

the Rudin-Kiesler order on measures to the simple generating relation on the seeds.
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Theorem 1.2.15 p^(p.a} — p*x(a>}-

Proof: By induction on <„,. Assume the theorem is true for every 6 <„ a. It is
easy to show by Theorem 1.2.3 that fj, <„ fj.a iff n = m, for some b <„, a. Now just
compute

p^(Ha)~BU.p{pa,(fi) + l fl <« Mo

= sup { P*K(W,) + 1 | b <„ a

This proves the theorem. Q-n....̂

To conclude this section. I will prove that <„. can be ill-founded on extenders.
An extender is an embedding j : V — > M and M is generated by some set of seeds
S. That is, M = { j(f)(s] f € V k s € [S}<u } . Such an embedding can be viewed
as the direct limit of the ultrapower embeddings jt • V — > Ms, where TT^ : Xs = Ms

is the Mostowski collapse, and js = T>S o j, where [S']<'t' is a directed set, under
inclusion. First I'll prove a lemma, and then show <„ is ill-founded on extenders.

Lemma 1.2.16 H JJL and r\ are normal, and p ^K v x rj, then y. ^K f or fj, = rj.

Proof: I will actually only use that fj. is modest and concentrates on cardinals.
which is certainly true of normal measures. Let j be the ultrapower by v x 77. Let
-yc = [id],, be the canonical seed for ^, and let KJ = [id].-,,̂ ) = JI/(K) be the canonical
seed for jV(^) via the ultrapower h of Mv by JV(T)). Thus, (70, KI ) is the canonical
seed for v x r\ via j = j^xrj- We have the following diagram:

V

Mv —- M,

Since fj. ^K v x 77, there is a seed a germinating p. via j. Since KI + 70 generates

both KI and 70 (ki being a cardinal), it must be that KJ + 70 generates the whole
embedding j, and consequently, since ju is modest, a < KI +70 by the Modest Seed

Corollary 1.2.14. Since fj. concentrates on cardinals, it must be that a is a cardinal

in MJ/XJ?, so a ^ KI. If a = K I , then p, = r/ and we are done. Otherwise, a < K I - But
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then a < KI = JV(K) = cp(ft), and so a is fixed by h. It consequently germinates

the same measure ^ via jv as via j. Thus, /j is germinated by a seed via jv and so

Theorem 1.2.17 If /c ias infinitely many distinct normal measures, then <„< is
ill-founded on extenders.

Proof: Suppose that ( fin \ n < u? ) is an infinite list of distinct normal measures on

K. Let j be the extender embedding obtained by iterating these measures in turn.

That is, j = jo.u>, where jn,n+i '• Mn — > Mn+\ is the ultrapower of Mn by jn(nn),

and Mu is the direct limit. Since the measures were each normal, nn — jn(«) ig a

seed for /in via j. and also Mu = { j(f)(s) | s € [5]<a' }, where 5 = { /cn | n < u> }.

Let Sr = { «„ | n > r } and A'r = XSr = { j(/)(s) | * € [5r]
<u) }. By the Seed Hull

Lemma 1.1.3, XT -< Mu. Let ?rr : XT — >• H'V be the Mostowski collapse, &r = T"1,

and h,r = ?rr o j. Thus, /ir : V — »• W>, and the following diagram is obtained:

V

fcr

fcr

Observe that

where S'T — 7rr(Sr). Thus, each hT is an extender. Furthermore, hr = 7rr o j =

7rr o fcr+i o /ir+j. Note that the composition makes sense because dom(7rr) = Xr 2

^Lr+i = ran(A;r-|-i). Therefore hr+i $RK ^r-



1
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i
;
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Claim. No seed in XT+i germinates pT via j.

Proof: Suppose that a = j(f)(s) germinated ^r via j, where s = («m, • • • , «n t)
 €

i ,
(Sr+i) . In particular, r < n,- for each i. Since s germinates /^ni x • • • x /int by the
Product Seed Theorem (in the next section), it follows that ^r $„ fini x • • • x fj.nk.

Therefore, by induction on the previous lemma's result, fj,T = ^n> for some n;.
i

contrarj' to the assumption that the p,n's were distinct, pcuim

Finally, I argue that hr+i <M hr. If not. then actually hr+i ~>IK hr. This cannot

be, however, since hT has a seed for ^r, namely 7i>(/cr), but by the claim, there can

be no seed for fj,r via hT+\. since such a seed would come from a seed for /J.T via j

in -Xr+i .

Hence, the /ir's form a <„, -descending sequence of extenders. QTh«o«m

Corollary 1.2.18 Corollary 1.1.8 is false for extenders.
[

Proof: This is technically not a corollary, since it uses such a small part of the

argument above. Now, instead, iterate the same measure fj, each time to get Mw.

Then all the hr's will be equal, being just the ^-iteration of /i, even though XQ 2-X"i 2

• • •, and consequently kT ^ id. Thus, j = ho = ki o h^ provides a counterexample to

1.1.8 with extender embeddings. Qcor<,iu,yii
The following interesting fact was pointed out to me by my advisor, W. Hugh

Woodin.
Lemma 1.2.19 Every measure on K is <mK-i»eJow any 2K strongly compact embed-

ding.

Proof: Suppose that j : V — > M is a 2K strongly compact embedding, and ^ is a

measure on K. Therefore j ( p ) is a measure in M on J(K). By strong compactness

there is a set X € M with J"(JL c X and M \= \X\ < J(K). Without loss of generality;

A' c j ( p } . Therefore M £= HA" € j ( n ] by j(/c)-completeness. In particular, there is

some a € <~}X . Thus, o: € (~\j " fj., and so a is a seed for fj,. Therefore j^ ^^ j. pi».m.

Next we turn to the Mitchell order.
Definition 1.2.20 Say that fj, < TJ iff ^ € Mv, where M^ is the ultrapower of V by

r/. The order < is called the Mitchell order.

Lemma 1.2.21 For measures on K, if fj, < T] then j^(/c) < JTI(K).

Proof: Since M^ has fj, and KK it will compute J^(K) correctly; thus, since J M ( K )

(2K)+ and Jn(^) is a strong limit in M^, it follows that Jn(K} < Jv(K)- DL«mm'
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Corollary 1.2.22 (MITCHELL) < is well founded for measures on K.

Proof: Immediate. Ocor.iur,

§1.3 Seeds for Products and Iterations

In this section I give a detailed analysis of product measures, and discover when

seeds can pair up to germinate them.

Definition 1.3.1 If ^ and 77 are measures on B and D respectively, then define the

product measure on B x D as follows: AepXT]*-+AcBxDk,{b£B At € 77 } e

p., where Ab denotes the set { c (6, c) € A } .

It is easy to prove that p x rj is a measure. The following well known theorem

gives the fundamental relationships between the embeddings j^x*?-, j/i, and JV

Product Measure Theorem 1.3.2 The following diagram commutes, where h is

the ultrapower in M^ by the measure j

V LflXT)

fc=ult by >„(»;)

Proof: I will first show that the top triangle commutes. For this, I first argue that

(Mr,}B/p. = MMXt,. Define the isomorphism tf> as follows: given y € (M^)5//^, pick

/ : B —»• M,, such that y = [/]M. Thus, f(b) = [fb}n for some functions / ( , : £ ) — > V.

Define F : B x D -> V by F(6, cf) = /fc(d). Now define <p : y *-* [F]^^.

Claim. Tiie map ip is well defined.

Proof: If / ~M g then for ^i-a.e. 6 we have /(6) = g(b}. That is, for ^x-a.e. b we

have /fc ~r, gb. Thus. {6 { d \ fb(d) = gb(d) } € 77 } € ji. Thus, the corresponding

functions F and G defined from / and g satisfy F ~ x t G.
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Substituting € for = shows that (? preserves €. Since any function F : B x
D —»• V can be split into many functions /j,, the map (f> is onto, and hence an

isomorphism. If we identify the ultrapowers with their transitive collapse, then
(p =- id. since transitive sets are rigid and, if isomorphic, equal. Now just observe that

Ji(jit(x}} = Ji)([cx\n} ~ [c[cr]J ' where cw means the constant function with value
w. Therefore, ^OfO*»(x))) = [CI]MXT? = Jux^x}: since the function F produced is
just the constant function CT. But since tp = id, it follows that j^ o j^ = JJJXT?; and
thus the upper triangle commutes.

Now I argue that the lower triangle commutes. I will similarly prove that

M^xn — Ult(MM,j^(r?)). Define the map 6 as follows: given F : B x D —+ V,
let fb(a) = F(b.a), so fb : D -> V. Let / = [(/t | & e B )}^ e MM. Thus, / :

Jn(D] —> M,, in M^. Define $ : [F]MXr? •-» [/]>„(»;)• This map is clearly onto,
since any element of Ult(MM,ji>l(r;)) has the form [/jj^ij), where / : j(i(D] —* MM

is in M,, and thus represented by a sequence of functions /j, which can be glued
together to form an F as above. Again, I argue that 9 is well defined, since: if

F ~/xx^ G then for ^i-a.e. b we have /(, ~^ <?;,. It follows that / ~ • /_^ 5, and so

[f]j i^ = [g]j iy\. Again, substituting € for = shows that 9 also preserves £, and ^_-
hence 6 = id. if we identify the ultrapowers with their transitive collapse. Now

observe 0(,7jixt(*)) = ^((cx]/tx»j)? and the functions fi produced are all just cx, so

^(JltxjyC1)) — [C[CI]M] • i \~ h(jii(z)}- Since ^ = id it follows that h o j^ = j^x»j and
so the lower triangle commutes. nTh"""

I will next analyze when seeds can pair up to germinate a product measure, and

discover which seeds generate a long iteration.

If j : V —»• M, recall that Xa is the set { b \ a *-*y &}. and Xa -< M. Let

S = [K,J'(K)) be the set of seeds which germinate measures on AC. Write A <C 5
when every element of ^4 is below every element of B. The next lemma foreshadows
the theorem after, and will be used in its proof.

Disjoint Hulls Lemma 1.3.3 If a,/? € S and (a,/3) germinates tie product mea- -V

sure /j. x r\ via j, then X^ fl X^ = ran(j).

Proof: It is clear that ran(_?) is in any Xa. Also, by using a map into the ordinals, it
suffices to show Xo Pi X^ D ORD c ran(j). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that 6 •*?

is the least ordinal in XQ. Pi X^ such that 8 $ ran(j). Thus 8 — j ( f ) ( a ) = j(g}(@) for

some functions /,g : K —» ORD. Since ran(/) U ran(^) has size at most AC, we may

assume, by composing with a 1-1 collapsing function, that /, g : K —+ K, and so it
follows that 8 < J(K). Since 8 € X0 it follows that 8 < JH(K). Now let's use a trick:

%
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by fast function forcing (see section §2.4), add a lift-extension v of \i such that the

lifted embedding jv is normal. Similarly, let ( lift-extend rj to a normal embedding,

so that the ultrapower h by jv(Q lifts h. Thus, the whole diagram above lifts to:

V[f]

[>(/)]

The pair (a, /?) is still a seed for this embedding, and germinates v x £. Since jv is

normal, every seed generates the whole embedding, so in particular, 6 N-+Jt/ a and so

8*~*j a since 8 and a are fixed by h. But /3 N~»J 8 in V. so now 0 s-+j a in V[f]. Thus.

0 N-+J (a,/?), and so 0 generates the whole embedding. But ( was ~1U< to a normal

measure, and so the factor diagram contradicts in V[f] that normal measures are

<mit-minimal. QL«mm.

Product Seed Theorem 1.3.4 Assume that j : V —> M and that a, {3 e S

germinate the measures fj. and 77 respectively. Then the following are equivalent:

1. (a,/3) germinates y. x 77 via j.

2. XQ 0 S < X^ n S.

3. a < min(X/(? n 5).

Proof: I first observe that without loss of generality, we may assume that (a, /?)

generates all of M, since each of the three properties is preserved through the

factoring obtained using (a, 0) as a seed. That is, factor j using (a, 0} as a seed to
obtain the following diagram:

V

N

The embedding k is the inverse collapse of XQ)(g, and consequently (ao, 0o) generates

via h all of Ar, where fc(c*o, /?o) = (a, /?). Observe that (a, 0) germinates / / X T ? via j
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iff (ao,/?o) germinates n x T? via h( and moreover k provides an isomorphism from

(Xa0) to (Xa) , and the same for X0. Therefore, 1, 2, and 3 hold for (ao, /#o) with

h iff they hold for (a, /?) with j. So I might as well assume I had already performed

this factorization, and therefore assume that (a,/?) generates all of M.

(1—»2) Since j is the ultrapower by a product measure, we can by the Product

Measure Theorem 1.3.2 factor j as follows:

M

The embedding j^ is the ultrapower of V by fj., and h is the ultrapower of M^ by

JH(T)}. Let ao be the canonical seed for p. via j^. and /3o be the canonical seed for

jp(»7) via /i. Thus. (ao,/?o) germinates ^ x T/ via j, and so by the Unique Seed

Lemma 1.1.6. it must be that a = ao and /3 =• @Q. In particular, a < J/I(K). and

so for / : K —> K we obtain j(/)(a') = j/1(/)(a). Thus, Xa n j(/c) = JH(K'). That

is, XQ Pi S is an initial segment of S. So 2 holds in V by the Disjoint Hulls Lemma

1.3.3.

(2-*3) Trivial, since a € X0.

(3—+1) Assume that a < min(X/g PlS), and that (a,/3} generates all of j. Factor

j using 0 as a seed and obtain the following diagram:

V

Jr,

M

The embedding j^ is the ultrapower by 77, and k is the inverse collapse of X0.

In particular, since K $ X/j, it must be that cp(fc) = K, and moreover fc(/c) =

min(X^ n S) > a. by assumption. Let /?o satisfy fc(/5o) = 0. Observe for .4 c K

that Q € j(A) = k(jr,(A)) <-> a € fc(j,,(A)) n fc(/c) = fc(JT,(A) n K) = fc(A). Now
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* its slices respectively in the first and second

n
{ (5 < K

{ 6 < K

, /30) € j,(y) }

*-> e /u x T)

So 1 holds. QThMw.

Corollary 1.3.5 If a < fi germinate respectively p. and 77, and r? is normal, then
(a,/3) germinates the product /j x 77.

Proof: I will show that the measure germinated by the seed /? is normal iff /3 =
min(X;9) n S. The corollary then follows from the theorem. If 77 is normal, and
8 — j(/)(/3) < |8, then it must be that / is regressive on an T?4axge set, and
consequently constant on an 77-large set, so 6 < K. Conversely, if 77 is not normal,
then there is some regressive function / which is not constant on any 7]-large set.

and so K ̂  j (/)(/?) < /?. Dc"°»">-

The following lemma concerns seeds in a potentially long iteration. If /i is a
measure, then the associated iteration of // is the collection of embeddings jQi^ :
MQ —* Mp, where MO = V, ultrapowers are taken at successor stages: jQ,o+i is the
ultrapower of MQ by JO,O(M)^ and direct limits are taken at limit stages. Denote
Jo,/? by just j0. and. as usual. n@ denotes J0(«). Now denote by \i$ the /3th iterate

of /i, i.e. jp(n}. The argument in [JECH] establishes that for measures on K.
the direct hmits are always well-founded, and so with a Mostowski collapse, I will
assume each M^ is a transitive class. I am only interested in iterations giving rise
to well-founded models.
Iteration Seed Lemma 1.3.6 If p, is normal, and j : V —> Mf is the 6-iteration
of ^., then the onJy seeds for ̂  via j are { K^ | ^9 < ^ j.

Proof: First I argue that each K.^ is a seed for //: certainly, by normality, K,@ is a
seed for up via j0,0+i, and so K/J is a seed for \i$ via j^^. But j^j " /j c j^(/z) = ^/j,

and so K^ is a seed for \i via J£ = jp,£,°jp- The real content of the lemma is that there
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are no other seeds. Suppose that 7 is a seed for fj,, and that up < 7 < KQ+I. Thus

7 is also a seed for n via j^+i, since the critical point of the rest of the embedding,

namely jp+ij, is «0+i, which is above 7. It is easy to prove by induction that
each Mp is an extender generated by finite subsets of the critical sequence up to /?.
Thus, 7 is generated via j$+\ by some increasing sequence a = (K.^ , . . . , Kpn }, where
Pi ^ p. Note that by a simple induction on the previous corollary, a germinates

the product measure /j. x • • • x p.. But a N~+ (K^J, . . . , K^ n _j ,7) , and this seed also

germinates the product measure fj, x • • • x /z, bjr the same argument. This violates
the Distant Seeds Corollary 1.1.7 unless 7 = K@. Qi^»m.

Remark 1.3.7 The critical sequence is the sequence of canonical seeds for the
images of /z under the partial iterations. That is. K@ is the canonical seed for

jp(fj>] under the map jp^. The following definition generalizes this to non-normal
measures.
Definition 1.3.8 When \i is a measure on A", the canonical seed <5-sequence for

\i is {j0+its(*f0} P < 6 } , where 7^ = [idjj (^ is the canonical (i.e. the only) seed
for up via jf>,p+i- If I leave 8 unspecified, assume 8 = u.

Remark 1.3.9 Note that every element on the canonical seed sequence is in fact
a seed for fj. via j'g, since: A € JJL «-> j p ( A ) € /4p <-+ 7^ € J0,p+i

Furthermore, if ^t is a measure on K. then the canonical seed 7^ for ̂  via
jp,p+l lies below the critical point of j'^+i^, and so it is fixed bjr the rest of the
embedding jp+ij. Thus, for measures on /c, the canonical seed sequence simplifies
*° (7^ | P < $)• The annoying fact is that for other measures, such as supercom-
pactness measures on PK(A), the canonical seeds j " A are moved by later iterations
of the measure.

An easy inductive argument analyzing the threads shows that the 6-iteration

of a measure is an extender generated by the finite sets of seeds on the canonical

seed sequence. That is, if j : V —> M is the 6-iteration of the measure /i, then
M = •[ j(/)(s) | s € [5I]<"' }, where S is the set of seeds appearing on the canonical
seed 6-sequence for fj..

Lemma 1.3.10 If v is not normal not all seeds for v need lie on the canonical seed

sequence.

Proof: Suppose that v = p x ^, where fj. is normal, and let j : V —* Mw be the

w-iteration. Let { Kn n € a;} be the critical sequence for the iteration of p.. The
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^-iteration just takes two steps at a time, so its critical sequence is { K%n \ n e u }.

The canonical seed for v after n steps is the pair («2n, ^2n+i}- Thus the canonical

seed sequence is { (/C2n,K2n+i) n € u; }. But by the Product Seed Theorem 1.3.4,
any pair (K^, KJ) with i < j will germinate // x // = :/. Qi,«m.

§1.4 An Application of Seeds to Prikry Forcing

In this section I use the results of the previous section to answer a question of
Woodin's concerning the uniqueness of Prikry sequences in generalized Prikry forc-

ing-

Suppose // is a measure on a set D. Define the generalized Prikry forcing Q^
as the set of trees T c D<u such that there is a stem s € T which is comparable to
every element of T, and such that T has //-large branching beyond s. That is, for

every t £ T extending s, { o | f a € T } e / / . Q^ is ordered by inclusion.

If the set D has an upward-directed partial order < and // concentrates on sets
of the form { 6 j a ^ &}, then, like ordinary Prikry forcing. QM adds an u>-sequence
cofinal in D which determines the generic filter, and which moreover burrows its
way into every //-large set. Mathias [MAT] proved that this burrowing property is
sufficient with ordinary Prikry forcing for genericity; but with Q^ we instead have

the following (see [c-w]).

Definition 1.4.1 (WoODIN) An increasing sequence s € D" is V-geometric iff
whenever F : D<w —» // is in V, then 3m Vn > m sn € F(s \ n).

Genericity Criterion 1.4.2 (WoODIN) A sequence is V-geometric iff it is V-

generic for Q^.

The proof is in [c—w], where it was also proved that any subsequence of a generic

sequence is generic.

Definition 1.4.3 One sequence t is included on a tail in another sequence 3 iff
t \ [n,w) is a subsequence of s for some n € a;. The two sequences agree on a tail iff

they have a common tail, i.e. iff there are some n, k & u such that s(n-)-i) = t(fc + t)
for every i € u>. (Note that increasing sequences agree on a tail iff each is included

on a tail in the other.) Let's say that a generic s for QM is maximal iff every other
generic t € V[s] is included on a tail in s. The poset Q^ yields maximal generics

iff 11!- G is maximal.

Woodin asked the following questions.
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Question 1.4.4 Does QM yield maximal generics?

Question 1.4.5 If s and t are both generic and V[s] = V[t], must s and t agree on

a tail?

If the answer to the first question is Yes, then we may answer Yes to the second

question, because * and t are on a tail included in each other. Employing the

seed concept, I give below a complete answer to the first question by characterizing

the measures which yield maximal generics. I moreover give examples of measures
yielding either answer to the second question.

If \i is a measure on a set D, let jQ : V — » M0 be the a-iteration of /x, with

na = JQ.(K) the critical sequence. Denote as before the oth image of the measure

jtt(/i) by fjia. Let's consider Mw.

Seeds R Generic Lemma 1.4.6 The canonical seed sequence for fj. is M^-generic

Proof: Let s = ( 8n | n . < u; } be the canonical seed sequence for fj.. so that 6n =

jn+i,w(7n) where 7n is the canonical (only) seed for ^,n via jn,n+i- Suppose that
F : ju(D}<u — * ^w in Mu. The thread of F starts at some stage m, so for all n > m

we have F = jn,w(/n), for some /„ : jn(J))<u) — + ^in in Mn. Now compute

• • . ,<5n_i) =jn,u>(/T,)(;i,u.-(7o), • • • , jn,w(7n-l))

But 7n is a seed for yun via jn,n+i, and so 6n = jn+i,w(7n) i£ a

Since ran(/n) c ^n, it follows that <$„ € jn,wf/n(ji,n(7o), • • • , jn,n(7n-i)) J , and so
8n € F(6o, - . . , 6n_i). This proves that s is Mw-geometric, and so by the Genericity

Criterion 1.4.2 it is generic. Qi-mm.

Remark 1.4.7 For any condition T there is a subsequence t of s, obtained by
modifying an initial segment of s, such that T is in the generic filter generated by
t. Consequently, with modified stems, the tails of the canonical seed sequence can
be made Mw-generic for Q^ below any prescribed condition.

The following argument gives a strong negative answer to both questions when

the measure is a square.
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Corollary 1.4.8 If v = n x p., then Q,, does not yield maximal generics in the

strong sense that whenever s is V-generic for Q,, then there is another generic t

disjoint from s with V[s] — V[i\.

Proof: I will argue over Mu and then appeal to elementarity. Let u = (7n | n < u}

be the canonical seed sequence for ^j.. Let 6n = (72n, 72n+i} and let s = (6n \ n < u;}.

Thus, s is the canonical seed sequence for i/, since the iteration of v corresponds

to taking the iteration of fj, two steps at once. Consequently, by the Seeds R

Generic Lemma 1.4.6, .s is M^-generic for Q^.. Now let @n — (72n+i,72n+2) and

t = (0n | n < u>}. Notice that t is the canonical seed sequence in MI for ji(^), and

hence by the same reasoning it is also M^-generic for Q^,, since the ^-iteration

of ji(v) starting in MI is also vw. Moreover, since 5 and t clearly construct each

other, it follows that Mw[,s] = Mw[t}. Since s and t are clearly disjoint, we have an

example of a generic extension as desired.

Now I argue that every forcing extension by Q,, has this property (i.e.. that

1 IH G is strongly not maximal, in the sense of the statement of the corollary).

If not, then there is some condition T in Q,, such that Tit- "there is not another

generic which constructs G, but which is disjoint from G." By elementarity. jw(T)

forces this over Mw. By remark 1.4.7 there is another generic I, obtained by a

finite modification of s. such that ;W(T) is in the generic filter corresponding to

s. Consequently Mw[$] = MW[S]. But a tail f of t is still disjoint from 5, and

M^ll] = MW(F], violating the choice of T. nc°'°""?

Thus, for measures of the form ^ x /i, the answer to both questions 1.4.4 and 1.4.5

is No. Now I seek to characterize the measures for which the answer is Yes.

Transferring Generics Lemma 1.4.9 If /j ^RK 77 via the function TT and S is

generic for Qn, then T " s is generic for Q^.

Proof: Let t — T " s. I will just verify that t is geometric. Let D and B be the

sets on which fi and T? respectively concentrate, so that TT : B —*• D. Now suppose

that F : D<u -» /i. Define G : B<w -» T? by G(a) = ir-l(F(v(3))\. Since F

always gives //-large sets, G always gives 77-large sets since \i — TT * 77. Since s was

geometric for Q,, it follows that sn € G(s \ n) = ir~lF(ic(3 \ n)) on a tail, and so

in = 7r(5n) € F(TT(S \ n)) = F(t \ n), on the same tail. Thus t is geometric for Q^

and hence generic. QL.,»»,.
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Generics R Seeds Lemma 1.4.10 If s is Mu-generic for Q^ then all but fiaiteJy

many eJements of s are seeds for fj. via ju. (Hence, by eJementarity, all but finitely

many eiements of s are seeds for y,n via jn,w)

Proof: Since s burrows its way on a tail into every /i^-large set, it follows that fj,w =

TAILS D-Mo,, where TAIL5 is the tail filter on s. Let vn be the measure germinated via

ju with seed sn. Let Fn = Hm>n "">• Notice that each Fn is a filter and Fn c Fn+i.

Observe that A £ fj. *-+ jw(A) € ̂  <-> jw(A) € TAIL^ +-+ 3nVm > nsm € ju(A) «-*

3n A € Fn, and so ^ = |Jn Fn.

Claim. For some n, p. — Fn.

Proof: If not. then infinitely often Fn C Fn+i. Let B be the set of all such n. For

each n € £?, pick Zn € Fn+i \ Fn. and let Z — (~]n(.g Zn. Z is in ^ since each Zn is.

Thus, Z € Fm for some m. Pick n e B above ni, and observe that Z c Zn $ Fn, so

Z $ Fn. This contradicts that Z e Fm c Fn. Qciai»

Thus ^ = Hm>n vm- Since these are ultrafilters. this intersection must be trivial.
That is, fj, = vm for all m > n. Thus, each 5m is a seed for fj. via j^,. when

m > n. DL.m».

Definition 1.4.11 A measure n admits only canonical seeds iff every seed for

// via a finite iterate is canonical. Otherwise, /j admits noncanonical seeds.

The following theorem completely answers the first question.

Theorem 1.4.12 QM yields maxima] generics iff /j. admits only canonical seeds.

Proof: (—*) I will prove the contrapositive. Suppose that \i has a noncanonical

seed c via a finite iteration jr of \i. For each n, let 7n be the canonical seed for \in

via jn.n+i, and let 7^ = jn-fi.m(7n) be its image in Mm. (When // is a measure
on K. things are simpler since 7^ = 7n for all m > n.) Thus, 7" is a seed for

fj.n via jn,m- Since c € Mr, it is generated by the canonical seeds (7^,..., 7^_1),

which generate everything in MT. That is, a = Jr(i")(To> • • • i Tr—i) ̂ or sorne function

TT : Dr —> JD. Since a is a seed for /i, it follows that ^ = ?r * 77 where 77 = /x x • • • x /i.

Let 5 = (7-^ | n < u>}. This is the canonical seed sequence for /i, which is by the

Seeds R Generic Lemma 1.4.6 M^-generic for QMw- Let t = (t,- | i < u?) be the

sequence s chopped into blocks of length r. Thus, ti = (7^r, • • • ,7/i. 1\.r_1 )• It is

easy to see that t is the canonical seed sequence for T], and therefore M^-generic for

QL • Since ju>(7r) witnesses that iiu ^K TJ^,, we know by the Transferring Generics

Lemma 1.4.9 that u — JU(K} " t is M^-generic for QMu,.
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Claim, it n s is finite.

Proof: Since a = jr(^)(7o' • • • ?7r_i )? but c' being noncanonical. is not among

{ 70,... , 7r_j }i w^ know that there is a T7-large set A c DT such that 7r(a ) I a

for every a € A. By the burrowing property, a tail of t is in ju(A). Thus

there is some m such that for all i > m t, € jw(A). Thus, u; $ t,. That
"•"vj

is. U{ is not in the i^ block of size r from s. If u, = 7*' for some other n,

then since the i block of £ generates u,- via ju. it would also generate 7^. So i

\7ri"i • • • ' ">'r(i+i)-i } generates \tfrii • • • •> 1'r\i+i)-'2'> In }' ^ n c011165 after the zth block

from s. or /7^. 7^,...,7^+1\_2 ) if n comes before the ith block from s. These are

all seeds for 77 via jw, contradicting the Distant Seeds Corollary 1.1.7. Thus, on a

tail u and s are disjoint. Qci«n>
i

So QMt does not yield maximal generics over Mw. By elementarity. it follows ,

that Q^ does not yield maximal generics.
'\

(*—) Again I will prove the contrapositive. Suppose that QM fails to yield max-

imal generics. Then there is some condition T forcing this. Thus jw(T) forces
— i

non-maximal generics over Mu. Let s be the canonical seed sequence for /x, which k \

by the Seeds R Generic Lemma 1.4.6 is M^-generic. By remark 1.4.7 a finite mod- _J

ification s of s is generic and includes the condition T. Therefore, there must be

another generic sequence t € Mu[s] = Mu[s] which is not on a tail included in s. But

t on a tail must consist of seeds for ^ via jiw, by the Generics R Seeds Lemma 1.4.10.

Consequently there is a seed not on 5, and so fj, admits a noncanonical seed. nTh^o«»

I
Corollary 1.4.13 Normal measures always yield maximal generics.

Proof: Immediate by the Iteration Seed Lemma 1.3.6 and the previous theo-

rem. QcotolUry
t

Corollary 1.4.14 Product measures never yield maximal generics.
-.J

Proof: Suppose n — v x 77, and (ao,/5o) and (ai,/?i) are the canonical seeds for ^

via the second iterate. Thus each a, is a seed for v and /3t- is a seed for r). We know

by the Product Seed Theorem 1.3.4 that QI < min(X/j1), and so, since ao < <*i, we

know that (aQ,0i) is a seed for v x 77 = JJL. Thus, ^ admits noncanonical seeds via -'

the second iterate. Now apply the theorem. nco.ou«>
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Chapter 2 Lifting and Extending

In this chapter I seek a detailed understanding of two simple ways that a measure
H in V can relate to a measure v in a forcing extension V[G]: namely, \i extends
to v iff n . c i/, and [i lifts to i/ iff the ultrapower embedding j^ : V — ••> M. lifts to the

embedding by v in the forcing extension, jv : V[G] — »• MfjVCG)] , i.e., if j^ = j,, f ^7-

This chapter is overgrown with various measures, some in V and some in various
forcing extensions V[G]; so some organization is in order. I will try to adhere to the
following notational convention: // and r\ are measures in V, which might possibly
lift or extend to measures v and £ in ^[G], respectively (easily remembered because
of the rhyme). When I say, for example. "^ lifts to i/." it is understood that \± is

a measure in V, and v is a measure in the forcing extension V[G] which is under
consideration. Conversely, saying "£ extends r?" means that £ is a measure in the

forcing extension V[G], 17 is a measure in V , and ( 2 ??. I refer to measures in V
and V[G] respectively as old and new measures. As before, I have tried to prove
these theorems whenever possible in the general case of measures concentrating on
some set D. Occasionally, I must assume that the measures concentrate on an
ordinal, or on K. As always, the measures under consideration are K-complete, but

t

not K+-complete, so that the critical point of the corresponding ultrapower map is

K.

§2.1 General Properties of Lifts and Extensions

The well known Lifting Lemma, below, is fundamental to many arguments con-
cerning the preservation of very large cardinals in forcing extensions. Much effort
is spent trying to find H which satisfy the pullback requirement in the lemma.

Lifting Lemma 2.1.1 Assume j ' : M — » AT is an elementary embedding of models

of ZF. G is M -generic for a poset P e M, H is N -generic for j(P). Tien j lifts to

an embedding j : M[G] -» N[H] with j(G) = H if! G = j~lH.

Proof: (— *) This is clear, since p € G «-+ j(p) € E follows by elementarity, if

(«— ) Define the lift by j : TQ »-» j ( r ) j j . This map is well defined and elementary.

since if M[G] ^= O[TC] (in particular "r^ = CTG")I then p \\-p 8[f] for some p e G.

Therefore, j(p) Ih^p) 6[j(f )], and since j(p) € H, this yields N[H] j= 9[j(r)ff] (in

particular, "J(T)E = j(ff)ffr>}. D1"-"*

s -;
?
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The next lemma characterizes extensions.

Extension Lemma 2.1.2 A measure ^ extends to v iff there is an embedding (f

satisfying (^([id]^) = fid],/ making the following diagram commute:

M

V[G]

N

Proof: Let c = [id]M and b = [id]r be the canonical seeds, respectively, for j^ and

(— • »•) Assume that n c v. Notice that M = { j^(/)(a) j / 6 V ] and, by a Los

argument, N = { jv(f)(b) \ f e V[G] &: ran(/) c V } , where ^ and f concentrate on

D. Define (f : j^(/)(o) *-»• ji/(/)(&)- Notice that </?(a) = 6. This map is well defined

since if j^(/)(a) = j^(g)(a] then / and <? agree on a set in [i, and hence they agree

on a set in i/, so jv(f)(b] = jv(g)(b). It is elementary since if M \=

then { x e £> V (= T/> [/(x)] } € /Li, and hence it is also in i/, so A7 j=

since 6 germinates v.

(<-) Observe a € <,p(a) € 6 € A' e

Corollary 2.1.3 If v extends p. and lifts TJ, then rj.

Proof: Since p c v we obtain by the Extension Lemma 2.1.2 the diagram above.

Since by assumption v lifts r/, we know that jv \ V =• j^, and so N is definable with

parameters in V. Furthermore, since (f> : jM(/)(a) i— > jv(f)(b] =• j»?(/)(&), where

now c = [id]M and b = [id],,, we see also that <p is definable in V . Thus, (f witnesses

in V that j^ factors through j^, and thus that p $„ 77. Qc.rou»r,

The following lemma characterizes when /LI lifts to i/, given that n extends to v.
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No New Functions Lemma 2.1.4 Assume y. extends to v, and D e jz. Tien p.

lifts to v iff every function from D —* ORD in V[G] agrees with a function in V on

a set in v.

Proof: (—») Suppose ^ £ i/ and jM lifts to jj,. Let a = [id],, be the seed for v. Since

any seed for v is also a seed for /i when we restrict the embedding to V, we obtain
by the Unique Seed Lemma 1.1.6 that a = [id]M as well. Now suppose / : D —» ORD

and / € V[G]. Since f ( x ) € V for all x, it must be that jv(f)(o) € M. But every

element of M has the form Jn(g)(a} for some g € V, and so ji/(/)(a) = j/i(fir)(a) =
j'i/(<7)(a) for some <? € V. and therefore { a: f ( x ) = g(x) } € v.

(«—) Assume ^ c i/ and the no new function property holds for i/. Notice that it

follows by composition that every new function from D —* V in V[G~\ agrees with a

function in V on a set in v. By the Extension Lemma 2.1.2, the map <p : [/]M •—» [/]v,

for / € V, makes the following diagram commute.

M

V[G\

By the no new functions property on i/, the map yj is surjective, and hence an

isomorphism. Since M eind A" are transitive, (p = id, and thus jM lifts to jv. Qi,.mm»

The following easy lemmas explain a little of the relationship between lifting

and extending.

Lemma 2.1.5 If p. lifts to v, then every measure ̂ -beJow p, extends to a measure
sj^-beJow i/.

Proof: Suppose jM : V —* M lifts to jv : V[G] —» M[jI/(G
r)]. If 77 $„ /x, then 77 is

germinated by some seed via j^. Use the same seed via jv to germinate via jv a

measure extending 77. rjL.mm.

Lemma 2.1.6 If 77 extends to (, then every measure ^M-beJow 77 extends to a

measure $;„- below (.

Proof: Suppose that TT witnesses that ^ ^RK 77. That is, X € /z <-»• Tr"1^" € 77. Use

TT in V[(7] to define the measure v = r 7 r * ( = {A^c l? 7r~lX € ^ }• Clearly this

measure extends /x. QL«mm.
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Lemma 2.1.7 Tie analogous statement, "If TJ lifts to £, then every measure ^JIK-

below r] lifts to a measure ̂ -bdow £," is faJse.

Proof: This argument is out of sequence, but not circular. In Theorem 2.5.3
below, 1 lift t] x fj.. both normal measures, but destroy the stationarity of a set in
/j.. Thus p cannot extend to any normal measure. It consequently cannot lift at all.
since if it did, then by the Old Seed Lemma 1.1.4. K would still generate the whole ^
embedding, and so it would lift to a normal measure. But p, <„ 77 x p,, so this is a
counterexample to the analogous statement. Qb.mm»

Lemma 2.1.8 If n lifts to ( then it lift-extends to some v ~K (.

Proof: Assume that j^ lifts to j^ : V[G] — •> M[jf (G)] , and let v be the measure
germinated via j^ by the seed [id]^,. Since this seed germinated ^ via j^, it follows
that p. c v. Furthermore, by the Old Seed Lemma 1.1.4 this seed still generates all

of J£, and so v ~^ (. [ji,.m=..

Lemma 2.1.9 Tie analogous statement, "if p lifts to v then v is a lift-extension
of some r] ~^ p.," is false. L

Proof: Suppose /x is a measure on K but not ~1LK to any normal measure. By
Corollary 2.4.3 below, we can lift fi to a normal measure v in the fast function
extension. Since v is germinated by the seed K, if v lift-extends 77, then 77 would
also have to be germinated by the seed K, by the Unique Seed Lemma 1.1.6, and so

77 would be normal, but r\ •*•„ p. by the assumption on fj.. Qt.«mm.

Lemma 2.1.10 If 77,^ lift to £," respectively, and C <«< v, then rj <»K ^t.

Proof: The factor embedding ip : M|,[j^(G)] — » AfM[j,,(G)] which witnesses ( <„ v

is determined by i/?([id]^), and so its restriction to Mv is definable in V and witnesses

that TJ <„ /i. D1— »•

Lemma 2.1.11 If n lifts to v and every measure <Jul-beJow v is a Jift then p

Proof: By induction on pmx(i^). First note that if ( <„ v is a lift of 77, then rj <M fj,

by the preceding lemma. Assume p+K(ri) > p^C) for all such C by induction, and

simply observe pM(ju) = sup { piK(ry) + 1 77 <RK /LI } > sup { pRK(C) + 1 C <«
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Lemma 2.1.12 Assume thai every measure in VK extends (resp. lifts) to a measure

in a forcing extension V[G}. Now suppose that TJ, a measure on n, .lifts to (. Tien . i
ever?' measure ^ < TJ extends (resp. lifisj to a measure v < (.

Proof: Since the Mitchell order respects ~>IK for measures on K. we may in view of
2.1.8 assume without loss of generality that TJ lift-extends to £. If T? is a measure
on K, it follows from p. < r] that /j. concentrates on a set of size no larger than K, so
we may assume without loss of generality that ^ is a measure on K. Since jj. e M^, I

it follows that p. — j^(/2)(a), where a is the seed for 77, and /I • K —*• VK. If #(/?) is
a measure, pick v$ € V[G] extending (resp. lifting) it, and let v\ K —»• V[G] satisfy
v(P) — v$. Let v = j((y )(a). Certainly i/ < C, since i^ is defined in the ultrapower
by £. Moreover, since on an r?-big set /7 extends (resp. lifts) to z7, it is also true on

-t
a (-big set. so jf(/7)(a) extends (resp. lifts) to j^(t?)(a). That is, jz extends (resp. ;

lifts) to v. (Notice that "lifting" is absolute for measures on K between models with

the same K-sequences by the No New Functions Lemma.) Qî ,».
'l

In the theorems below, when I say "every measure" I mean every K-complete (not
*+-complete) measure on any set D. That is, I am only referring to measures which
have K as the critical point of the corresponding embedding.

Small Forcing Theorem 2.1.13 (LEVY & Solovay) If V[G] is a small forcing

extension ofV, then every measure /JL in V extends to a unique measure v in V[G],
and moreover jv is the unique lift of j^ in V[G].

Proof: This is a standard argument. I just wanted to emphasize that both the lift

and the extension are unique. Suppose G £ P is V-generic, and |P| < K. Suppose \i I

is a K-complete measure on D in V. In V[G], let v = { Y c D 3X € fj. : X c Y }

be the filter generated by p. Suppose Y c D and Y i v. Pick a name Y for Y, and

a condition p € G forcing this. For each q < p let Yg — { a | q IH a € Y }. Certainly ,j

q II" Yg Q F, and so none of the F9's are in p.. But Y £ M Yg, and this union is small i

and in V. Therefore, Yc 2 D?^ € M and so Yc € v. Thus v is an ultrafilter. It is

K-complete, since if p Ih YQ e v for each a < 7 for some 7 < K, then for each a < 7 ^

there some witnesses X € n with |A' c FaJ ^ 0. Select one A" from each such - ]
i

Boolean value, and since the poset is small, the intersection of these X^s produces ,

a single witness XQ € \i with p Ih J£0 c YQ. Let J^" = f}aXa € /x, and observe ^

p\\- X ^ YQ for each a < 7, and hence f]a YQ € i/. Therefore i/ is a measure. It is

thus clearly the unique measure extending p.

Now I argue that v is the unique lift of JJL. First, I argue that \i does lift: Since P ^
f1 i

is small, it follows that j(P) = j " P, and consequently, j " G is actually M^-generic
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for j(P), and clearly pulls back to G. Thus, by the Lifting Lemma 2.1.1, j^ lifts to

some J£. The measure ( is Rudin-Kiesler equivalent to a measure which lift-extends

H by Lemma 2.1.8. By the previous paragraph, the only possibility for this measure

is v. Thus j^ = jv is the unique lift of jM. QTheor«m

Definition 2.1.14 A poset P is absolutely K-C.C. iff P retains the K-C.C. after

forcing with P. Equivalently, P x P is K-C.C.

Narrow Forcing Theorem 2.1.15 After absolutely K-C.C. forcing, every new
measure extends an oJd measure.

Proof: This proof follows a similar argument in [JECH] concerning small forcing.
I have improved the argument to allow P to be large. Suppose to the contrary for

some name r there is a condition p € P that forces that r is a measure not extending

any measure in V. By restricting to a sub-poset, we may assume p = 1. I will build

a K-tree T by induction on levels, and obtain a contradiction. Each level of T will
be a partition of a subset of D into fewer than K many subsets. Terminal nodes

will be X c D such that \X € T] = 0. Let TO = {D}. At successor stages, suppose

the a level has been denned. For each X £ D appearing on this level such that

€ T] ̂  0, use the following claim to add two elements on level a + 1 below X.

Claim. There is a partition X = Y U Z with both f Y € r } and f Z e r ] nonzero.

Proof: Let b — {X € T} and (1 = {Y C D \b\\~Y £ r}. Certainly p is a K-complete

filter, since 1 forces that T is a K-complete measure. Furthermore, blh n c T. By the

assumption on T, ^ cannot be a measure. Thus there are disjoint Y1 and Z1 with

D = Y' LJ Z' but neither Y1 nor Z' are in p.. It follows that neither Y - Y1 n X nor

Z = Z' H X is in /it, and since their union is X, the claim follows, n^"

At limits, take intersections along all branches. That is, if TX is defined, for

each A-branch 6 through T>, place nb on the Ath level of T, below every element of

b. Since A < K, and K is inaccessible, the number of such branches is still less than

K. It could be that the intersection along some branches will be too small to have

any possibility of being in T, and will therefore become a terminal node, but since

the union of all of the minimal elements at any stage in the construction (i.e. the

earlier terminal nodes plus the bottom level) forms a partition of D into fewer than

K many sets, at least one of the nodes X has \X € T| ^ 0, and the construction

can continue.
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This defines the K-tree T. Since K is measurable in V[G], and hence also weakly

compact, there must be a K-branch b — (Xa \ a < K } through T. So b is a descend-

ing nested sequence of subsets of D. Let Y0 = X0+i \ X0. Thus, (Ya \ a < K } is a

partition of D, and by the construction of T, we know that [Ya € r J ̂  0 for each

a, because each Y0 is exactly the set paired with Xa+\ on the (a 4- l)tix level of

T using the claim. Finally, since the Y0 are disjoint, we know that if a ^ /3, then

€ T] J. [Y0 € T], contradicting that P is K-C.C. in V"[G]. QTh,.r.»>

Definition 2.1.16 Let's say that a forcing notion P makes K suddenly measur-

able iff K is not measurable in V, but it is after forcing with P.

Corollary 2.1.17 Absolutely K-C.C. forcing cannot make K suddenly measurable.

Proof: Immediate. Qc«,,oii..ry

Corollary 2.1.18 If K. is weakiy compact in V, then after any K-C.C. forcing, every
new measure extends an oJd measure. (Hence. K-C.C. forcing cannot make a weakly

compact K suddenly measurable.)

Proof: If alternatively, P is not absolutely K-C.C., then use the weak compactness

of K in V to find the branch b of the proof of 2.1.15 in V, contradicting that P was

K-C.C. in V. Qcot.u»r,

The theorem does not hold for K^-C-C. forcing notions, since a generic subset of

K can make K suddenly measurable, or add a measure which is not a lift.
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§2.2 The Closure Claims

The technical closure claims of this section are indispensable to the lifting arguments

in the remainder of this dissertation.

Closure Claim 2.2.1 Suppose that M~< c M inV, and M[H] is a forcing extension

of M in V. Then M[F]7 c M[H] in V.

Proof: Suppose that (i0 | a < 7} e M[il]7. Thus, i0 = (ra)# for some name
T0 € M. Since M7 c M, it follows that (rQ \ a < 7} e M. Thus ( XQ \ a < 7} =

(Ms | o < 7) € M[H]. DL™«

Closure Claim 2.2.2 Suppose M7 c M in V. and G is V-generic for 7"f-c.c.
forcing P € M. Then M[G]7 c M\G] in V\G}.

Proof: This claim is a little more difficult to prove. Suppose that / is a P-name

for a 7-sequence from M[G}. Thus, in V, there is a p € G such that pit- /(d) € M[G]

for each a< 7.

Subclaim. If r e V^ and p \\~ r e M then for some u € Mp, p It- r = a.

Proof: For c € M, let ba = |r = a]" . Note that if a =£ c then bfl -L £>c, and so by
the 7+-c.c. it follows that A — { a € M ba ^ 0 } has size at most 7. Thus, since

M"1 c M, it follows that A £ M. Similarly, { ba \ a € A] € M. By the mixing lemma

in M, there is a name a e Mp such that ba — | cr = a ] , and this is absolute between

M and V. Since p II- T € M, it must be that p ^ sup ba. So p Ih r = a. *-»• a = a and

SO p lt~ T = CT. Qsukcl»in.

Now observe that p II- /(d) € M[G], so p It- r0 e M? & /(d) = (r«)<j for
some name (for a name) TO in V. By the claim, there is a name CTO € M such

that p Ih /(d) = (CTO)^. Since this can be done uniformly in a, we know that

(a a I a < 7) is in V, and hence also in M. Therefore, fa = ( f(&)c | ot < 7 ) =

((o'er)c Q < 7} € M[G], and we're done. n»—»*

Closure Claim 2.2.3 Suppose M7 c M in V and G is V-generic for ^7-ciosed
forcing P € M. Tien M[G]7 c M[G] in V[G}.

Proof: Since the poset P is closed, M~< c M in V[G]. Now apply Closure Claim

2.2.1 in V[G]. D>—*

The following important lemma drives many subsequent lifting arguments.
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Diagonalization Lemma 2.2.4 In V there is an M-generic filter for P if for some

7 tie following hold:

1. P has a ^-y-closed dense subset in M .

2. M7 c M.

3. M has only 7+ many open dense sets for P (counted in V).

Proof: This is a standard diagonalization argument. First, by replacing P with

its $7-closed dense subset, if necessary, we may assume that P itself is ^7-closed,

since a generic for the subposet yields a generic for P. Now suppose ( D0 j a < 7"*" )

is an enumeration of the open dense subsets of P in M. I will define inductively a

descending sequence { pQ \ a < 7+ } from P. such that pQ € Da. The filter generated

by this sequence will therefore meet every dense set in M, and hence be M-generic.

Suppose the sequence is defined for a < j3. Since Af c M, the part of the sequence

defined so far is actually in M. Since P is ^7-closed in M, there must be some

condition qg below all the previous pQ for a < /?. Now simply pick p$ below

qp and also in Dp. This is possible since Dp is open dense. Thus, the sequence

(p a < ) is clearly descending, and by construction satisfies pQ € DQ.

2.3 Lifts and Extensions over

The following lemma will help us analyze measures in forcing extensions of L[[j]. In

the lemmas to follow, p. is the unique normal measure on K in L[//j, while v denotes

its image j(^) under some embedding j .

L[n] Factor Lemma 2.3.1 (KUNEN) Every embedding j : L[n] — * L[v] factors

through the canonical iteration h of L[p] to the same L[i/], as beJow. Moreover, if

<f> ^ id, then cp((f>) > J(K).

Proof: First, a claim.
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Claim, j and h agree on P(K).

Proof: Let A be a set of common fixed points of j and h of size K+. Now choose

some enormous 6, and let X be the hull of A and K, in L$[ji]. Let M be the collapse

of X. By condensation, M = LO[M] f°r some a. Since A had size K+ , we know that
a > K+, and consequently all the subsets of K are in M, and since they were fixed

by the collapsing map, they are also in X. Therefore any subset of K is definable

from some parameters from A. and some parameters below K.. But j and h agree

on all these parameters, so they agree on P(/c). Qci~»

It follows that j and h also agree on P(«n) for any n e w . I argued previously

that iterated ultrapowers are generated by seeds from the critical sequence, so

in particular we know that L[v\ = { h(f)(s) f e L[/J] &: s € J(K}<W }. That is.

the map h is an extender with seeds up to J(K). Define if : h(f)(s) i—> j(f)(s).

This map is well defined since if h(f)(s) = h(g)(t] then (s,t] € h(A), where

A={(Sj) /(a) = < 7 ( 0 ) } . By the claim h(A) = j(A), so ;(/)(*) = J(5)(<)- A
similar argument shows </? is elementary. The diagram commutes because, by con-

sidering constant functions, (f : h(x) <—*• j ( x ) . Finally, since <p fixes every 5 € J(K)<U

(by considering the identity function), we know cp(<^>) > J(K). It cannot equal J(K)

since /I(K) = J(K). Therefore, if if ^ id. then cp(<^) > J(K). Qi,«mm.

Corollary 2.3.2 0^ does not exist iff the only embedding from jDj/t] to L\v] is the
canonical iteration.

Proof: The existence of 0^ is equivalent to the existence of such a (f : L[v] —> L[v],

with cp(</?) above the measurable cardinal of L[v], i.e. above J(K). Dc.rou«y

Corollary 2.3.3 If 0^ does not exist, then any two embeddings from V into the
same M agree on the ordinals.

.̂ •BKL -
^BRHP?"̂

Proof: Suppose j and j* are two embeddings of V into M. Since 0"^ does not exist,

there is only one measurable cardinal K so cp(j) = cp(j*) = K. Similarly, M has

only one measurable cardinal, so j(«) = ;*(«). Let h be the canonical iteration of

L[p] taking K to j(«). By the preceeding corollary, both ; and j* must agree with
h on -L[/i]. In particular, they agree on the ordinals. Qcor=u.ry
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Theorem 2.3.4 After forcing over L[fi], every new measure lifts an old measure.

Consequently, even- new measure extends an old measure as well.

Proof: This argument follows an argument of Kunen. It suffices to prove that

every new measure lifts an old measure, since every lift is an extension. Suppose

that i/ is a measure in a forcing extension jL^jfC?]. with the corresponding embedding

j : L[fj][G] — > L[j (f^)\j (G}] . By the L[n} Factor Lemma above, the restriction of j

to L[fi\ is an iteration of n of some length 7. I want to show that 7 < w, since by

the Product Measure Theorem 1.3.2. finite iterations are just ultrapowers by finite

products of /i. In that case, v would be a lift of a finite product of /x. Therefore.

assume towards a contradiction that 7 > uj. First note that if 7 = u>. then J(K) = KU

has cofinality u in L[p], and so this would also be true in X[j(^)][j(Gr)] by K-closure,

where it is supposed to be a measurable cardinal, a contradiction. Thus, assume

7 > u. and therefore KU < J(K).

Claim 2.3.4. A IE L[fj]. K is the least ordinal which is measurable in an inner model

of ZFC.

Proof: If there is such a model for some 6 < K. then there is a model of the

form L[TI], where 77 is a measure on 8 in L[rj\. Since cp(j/I) = K, we know that

jp. : L[rj] — * L[rj\, and consequently 0' exists in L[JJ.}. contradiction. Qcuim

Similarly, the claim also holds in £.[/i][G], since 0' cannot be added by forcing.

""••A

Therefore, by elementarily, in L\^j (^}\j (G]\ the least ordinal which is measurable I

in an inner model of ZFC is J(K). But the critical sequence 5 ' = { A c n | n € a ; } i s

in L\J(IJL)^J(G]\ . and the u>-iterate of /i. namely fiu. is generated by the tail filter

TAIL5. That is. L[HU] = L[TAlLs] £ L[j(/j,)J(j(G)]. Therefore, KU is measurable '!

in an inner model of ZFC inside jk[j'(A*)Tjf(C?)]j contrarjr to the assumption that
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§2.4 Fast Function Forcing

Fast function forcing can be used to produce many interesting and useful lifts.

Fast Function Theorem 2.4.1 (WoODIN) If 2K = K+ then there is a poset P,

adding a function f • K —> K, such that any ultrapower embedding j : V —» M by
a measure on K .lifts to j : V[f] —> M[j(f)] in V[f] in such a way that j(f)(n} can

take any pre-assigned value below J(K}.

Proof: Define the following fast function poset.

dom(/) c inaccessibles &; |/| < K |
& V7 € dom(/) \f \ 71 < 7 & / " 7 c 7 }

Order P by inclusion. If / is V-generic for P. then regard / as a partial func-
tion from K to /c. which I will call a fast function. Suppose a, (3 < K and a
is inaccessible. Then p = {{a,0}] is a condition in P, and moreover P factors
nicely below this condition. That is, below p, P factors as Pa x Pa,K, where P0 =

{ / f a / € P & a e dom(/) } and PQ,K = { / € P dom(/) c [a, /c) & /(a) = /? },

via the isomorphism / '-* {/ f <*, / f [Q-, «))• Note furthermore that Pa>K is <a-closed,
by taking unions, since the next element in the domain must be an inaccessible be-
yond a, and no sequence of length a can converge to an inaccessible above a.
Actually, this argument shows that it is <A-closed, where A is the next inaccessible
beyond both a and /?.

Suppose that 7 < J(K). Let p = { (K, 7}} € j (P). In M we may factor j (P) below

p as PK x PKJ-(K). It is easy to see that PK = P. Furthermore, PKJ-(K) is ^K-closed.
Also, the number of subsets of PK]j(K) in M is j ( 2 K ) = J ( K + ) . This has cardinality
K+ in V by a standard function counting argument, using the GCH. Finally, since
MK c M, it follows by the Diagonalization Lemma that there is in V an M-generic

f^ for P/C,J(K) below p. In particular, /lUi(«0 = 7. Since flta is in V, it follows that

A^[jLu] ^ V •< a^d so / is -W[/»«i] -generic for PK. Let /= /U/tiil. By the isomorphism
mentioned above, / is M-generic for j(P). Since moreover j " / = / C jf, it follows

by the Lifting Lemma 2.1.1 that j lifts to j : V[f] -* M[j(f)], where ;(/) = /, ̂ ^
consequently J(/)(K) = /(K) = /^(K) = 7. This proves the theorem. QTb«o^m

Remark 2.4.2 Essentially the same argument also shows that supercompact em-

beddings may be lifted through fast function forcing.

Notice that by choosing various values of 7 we obtain in V[f] many different

normal lifts of any given measure in V. This can be used to show the relative

consistency, for example, of 22 many normal measures on /c.
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Corollary 2.4.3 (WOODIN) Every measure in V lifts to a normal measure in the

fast function extension V[f].

Proof: Let V[f] be a fast function extension. Suppose p. is a measure in V, with

corresponding ultrapower embedding j : V —»• M, and seed 7 = [id],,. By the Fast

Function Theorem we can lift this to j : V[f] —» M[j(/)] with j(/)(/c) = 7. Since

in the lift K N>» 7, and 7 generates everything (by the Old Seed Lemma 1.1.4), it

follows by the transitivity of N~» that the lift is generated by K, and hence is the

ultrapower by a normal measure. Qc...u«,

§2.5 Surprising Examples

Perhaps the title of this section is a misnomer; but the examples surprised me when

I found them. These first two theorems were the spark that ignited my fascination

with lifts and extensions.

Theorem 2.5.1 After fast function forcing, every normal measure extends to many
normal measures to which it does not lift.

Proof: Suppose fi is a normal measure in V, and 2K = K+, so that the Fast

Function Theorem applies. Let j' : V —» M be the ultrapower by /i x /j.. This

measure is isomorphic to some measure 77 on K, germinated by some seed a < J(K).

Let / be a V-generic fast function, and by the Fast Function Theorem lift j to

j : V[f] -> M[j(/)] with ;(/)(«) = Q- Now let i/ = { X c K | K € jpO } be the
measure germinated by the seed n via the lift. Certainly \i c i/, since the seed K

germinated n via the old j. The original embedding J/IXM was generated by a, but

now K ̂  a via the lift, so K generates all of the lift by transitivity of N~>. Thus,

the lifted embedding is actually the ultrapower by v. However, j^(/c) < J(K) since

j was the double iterate by /i, but J(K) = JV(K) since j = jv, so ^ does not lift to

v. The Diagonalization Lemma produces many lifts of j, and consequently many

normal measures i/, each of which extends, but does not lift, fj.. QTk«or.»
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Corollary 2.5.2 After fast function forcing, every measure extends to many non-

normal measures.

Proof: Use jM(/c) as a seed via jv to germinate a measure (. Since JM(K) germinated
\i via j, certainly \i extends to (. But v is normal, so by the minimality of normal
measures, it must be that £ ~11K v. Since there is at most one modest measure in

each ~M equivalence class, ( cannot be normal. rjc.«,uw

The corresponding statement with "lift'" is false, since by the Old Seed Lemma
1.1.4, ultrapowers by normal measures, if they lift at all, must lift to ultrapowers
by a normal measure, since K is still a seed.

Since we used fast function forcing in the above theorems, while it is true that fj,
did not lift to i/, we could have just lifted j^ to get a normal measure v' both lifting

and extending ju. So in V[f], \i extended to some normal measures to which it also
lifted, and some to which it did not. The following theorem identifies a situation in
which the normality of \i is permanently harmed.

Theorem 2.5.3 A normal measure might extend to many measures, but to no
normaJ measure.

Proof: Assume that K is measurable. We may assume as well, by forcing if neces-

sary, that the GCH holds at K,. Further, by fast function forcing if necessary, assume
that there are at least two normal measures ^ and rj on K. 1 will force to a model

V [(?][<?] in which p. extends to many measures, but to no normal measures. This
will be accomplished by making a set in \i non-stationary.

Let j : V — » Mr,xfi be the ultrapower by 77 x ^, which, by the Product Measure
Theorem 1.3.2 factors into the commutative diagram below.

V

it

The embedding h is the ultrapower of Mr, by JTJ(M)- I wul lift the embedding j.

Pick any set X € /j, \ rj consisting of inaccessibles. By normality, X is stationary

and co-stationary. Let PK be the reverse Easton iteration, where, at inaccessible

stages 7 < K, the forcing Q7 shoots a club avoiding X D 7, providing X n 7 is
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stationary and co-stationary. More precisely, conditions in Q7 are closed bounded
subsets disjoint from X 07, ordered by end extension. For each a < 7, this forcing

Q7 has a dense subset which is ^a-closed. namely, the set of conditions which

mention a point above a. To see this dense set is closed, take unions and closure:
the new top point which must be added will have cofinality at most a, but, being
above a. cannot be inaccessible, and hence is not in X. It may be freely added.
Let QK be the corresponding forcing at stage K, which will shoot a club avoiding X.

Since PK * QK is a basic reverse Easton iteration (see Theorem 3.1.5), it preserves

all cardinals, cofinalities, and the GCH.

Now suppose that G*g is F-genericfor PK * QK. By the usual lifting techniques,

lift the embedding j through this forcing: First observe that j(PK) = PK*QK*P,.OI, and
the poset PllU has a $K-closed dense subset in M^Xfl[G][g}. Moreover. Mr,Xv.[G][g]K c
Mi)Xfi[G][g} in V'fGJJjj, and the number of dense subsets in MnKtt[G][g} for Pttil is
^(K"1"), which has cardinality K+ in V. Thus by the Diagonalization Lemma there is

in V[Gr][<7] an MT7X;u[Gr][<7}-generic gltu for P^. and so j lifts partway to j : V[G] —*•
Af^x/i [j(G)], where j(G) = G * g * gt.u. In particular, g € M^XM [j(G)]. It remains
to lift the QK forcing, which we will do with a master condition argument. Consider

the poset j(Q.K}. Since X $ 77, we know that K £ j(A'), and so K £ j ( X ) . Therefore,
since g was a club in K avoiding A', it follows that g = g U {K} is a closed bounded
set in J (K) avoiding j(A"). That is, 5 € j(QK). Furthermore, below this (master)

condition, j(QK) is $/c-closed. Moreover, M^x^ [?'(£)]* £ -^>?x/i
by the Closure Claims, and j ( Q K ) has only j(«+) many subsets in
i.e., AC"*" many in V^G]^], by counting. By the Diagonalization Lemma again, j lifts

fully to j : V[G][g] —> M^x/i [j(^)J b(p)j) £ince the master condition ^ pulls back
to 5.

Since X € fjt. but A' is not stationary in V[G][0], ^ cannot extend to any normal
measure in V[(7][<7]. It remains to show that p, does extend to some (non-normal)

measures. Let /;.' = { Y c K JTI(K) € j(Y) } be the measure germinated by the seed

JI,(K) via j in VJGJff]. fj. extends to //', since in the ground model Y € /z *->• jt?(y) €

jij(/j) <-* JIJ(K) € fc(j"g(y)) <->• JT;(K) € j(y). Furthermore, since the Diagonalization
Lemma produces many different generics, each giving rise to a different j(G) and

therefore a different lift j, we obtain many different fi1 all extending fj.. Thus, in

yfGJty], the previously normal measure fj. extended to many measures, but not to

any normal measure. QTb«.rem

The argument above can be generalized to the following:
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Corollary 2.5.4 If the GCH holds and A is a family of K many normal measures

on K. with subfamily A C A. then in a forcing extension V[G][g], every measure in
A extends to a new measure, but of all measures in A. only those in A lift to a new

measure in

Proof: We will simply pick X more carefully, so that of all the measures in A, only

those not in A concentrate on X . Enumerate A=(^ , 0 | a < K } and identify A with
the corresponding subset of K. Pick a set Xa^ e /IQ \ ^p whenever a =£ fl. For each

a not in A let X0 = A^^A"^ be the diagonal intersection. Thus, by normality,

X0 € p.Q but A0 £ /j.p for any /? € A. Finally, let A' = VatA-^c °e the diagonal

union of the A0's. That is. A" = { 7 3a < 7 : 7 € AQ ). Since A 2 A0 \ a it
follows that A € p.Q for each a not in A. Furthermore, if /3 € A. then Aa $ /j,^ so

by normality again A" £ p,@. This defines the discriminating set A'.

Now proceed as in the theorem, and force to V[G][<7]. Again, clearly no p,a with

a i A can lift to V [<?][<?], since K. would still be a seed, and so /x0 would have to also

extend to a normal measure; but it cannot do this because the stationarity of A' was

destroyed by the club g. However, ii j : V —* M is any embedding with K $ j(A),
then j lifts by the argument in the theorem. Thus /x^ lifts if ft € A. Moreover, since

K € ji)(X} «-» K € j r j x ^ X ) . we know that we can lift 77 x p if K 4 jt;(A), and hence

extend /x, since fi <„. rj x fj.. If A is a proper subset of A, there is always such an r\.

Therefore, in summary, every measure in A extends to a measure in V[(7][0}, but

only those in A lift to a measure in V[G][jf]. Qco.oiury

Theorem 2.5.5 Measure extension need not respect ~llx, <„, or .]_„. Specifically,
for any pair of measures /i and // on K in V, fast function forcing adds pairs of
measures extending p. and fJ exhibiting each of the three relations, regardless of the
relationship between ^ and //.

Proof: (~»K). Let j be the ultrapower by fj, x fj,' . By the Fast Function Theorem, lift

j to a normal ultrapower j : V[f] — + M[j(/)] . Since p., [i1 <„ ^i x p! in V, they are

germinated via j by some seeds. Let v and i/ be the respective measures germinated

via the lift of j using these same seeds. Thus ^ and // extend respectively to i/ and

i/'. But i/ and i/' are both Rudin-Kiesler below the normal measure giving the lift

j, and so by minimality of normal measures, they are ~MC equivalent to each other.

(<«)- Now suppose that £ is a lift-extension of /z (these are plentiful in V[/j).

We will find a (' >„ ( extending a' . Let j : V —* M^x^/ be the ultrapower by
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^ x //'. By the Product Measure Theorem 1.3.2, the following diagram is obtained.
where h : M^ — » M^/ is the ultrapower of AfM by jM(//').

V

Let a = [idjji and 0 = [id]j (^M be the canonical seeds respectively for \i and j^(p').

Since ( is a lift-extension of //, we know that the first leg of this triangle lifts to

JC : V[f] ~* Mfi\j((/)]. Now in MM[jf(/)] apply the Fast Function Theorem to
lift Ji to h : MM[jc(/)] -» AW[/i(jf(/))j in such a way that h(jc(/))(0) = a.
This is possible because in the proof of the Fast Function Theorem, we can arrange
that the tail of the fast function takes on any desired value at any point no less
than the critical point, which is, here, jp(«). Thus, we have lifted the second leg
of the triangle in such a way that 0 now generates a. By composition, j lifts to

; : V[f] -* M^,[j(/)] such that j(f)(0) = /i(jf(/))(/3) = a. Let (' be the
measure germinated by the seed 0 via j. Since this was the old seed for ft', it
follows that C' extends //. Since the pair (a-,/?) generated the old j, it follows by

the Old Seed Lemma 1.1.4 that this pair still generates all of the lift. But now
0 N~» a and hence also 0 N~» (a,/3), so by transitivity of N-+, 0 generates all of the

lift of j. Therefore, the lift is precisely j^>. Moreover, by construction, j^i factors

through J£, and so ( <.K ('.

(J-«)- Just lift jp and j^i to normal embeddings j^ and jn/ in V[/], respec-
tively, taking care that the lifts are not identical. This is possible since the lifts
are constructed by diagonalization. and so it is very easy to ensure that the two

diagonalizations made a different choice at some stage. Thus, p, and // extend
respectively to 77 and 77', which are in V[f] equivalent to normal measures. Since
normal measures are minimal, it must be that 77 _]_„ 77' if j,, ^ j^. Qrk..,,«m

Corollary 2.5.6 Measure extension need not respect o. Specifically, any two mea-

sures on K in V extend to Mitchell incompatibie measures.

Proof: If fj. and.//' are measures in V, by the previous theorem they extend to
v ~JU< v1. Since the isomorphism is just a map from K to K, it is in Mv and Mvi.

Consequently, v and v1 cannot be related by the Mitchell rank. Qc«>rou»r,

L
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§2.6 Making Measures Trivial

In this section I show how to trivialize the measures in V by making them all extend

to various tail filters, while preserving the measurability of K,. Afterwards, I show
how to cut very large embeddings down to size: I lift supercompact embeddings
and some extenders to ultrapowers by a normal measure on K.

If 3 c K is cofinal in K then the tail filter of s is the set of all X c K such that
5 \ a c X for some a < K.

Lemma 2.6.1 If p is a measure on K in V , and G is V-generics for K-C.C. forcing
P. then the filter generated by p, in V[G] is K-complete.

Proof: Let F = { Y c K \ 3A" € p : X c 1' ) be the filter generated by p in V[G].

If YQ €. F for each a < 7, where 7 < K, then pick names Ya such that \Ya e .F] = 1.
Thus there are many possible witnesses XQ £ n with \Xa c yo| ̂  0. In fact, these

Boolean values must sup to 1. By considering a maximal antichairu which has size

less than K. we may by intersecting find a single Xa € y. with |X0 c yo J = 1. Let

Z = no<-v^»- Tnus Z € V ̂  Z - Y<* for ever '̂ a < 7- Tilus
5 fla^o € FI and tlle

lemma is proved. nL«m».

Theorem 2.6.2 If K is supercompact, then this is preserved in a forcing extension
in which every oJd measure on K extends to a tail filter.

Proof: Assume that K is supercompact. Let V[G] be the Laver preparation of

V described in [LAV]. This is a K-C.C. forcing extension of V in which K is still
supercompact, and over which the supercompactness of K is preserved by any < K-

directed closed forcing. I will describe such a notion of forcing Q, such that if 7 c Q

is V[G]-generic. then every measure on K in V extends to a tail filter in V[G][<?].

For each measure T] on K in V, let F^ be the filter generated by 77 in V[G], and

let <Q>,, = { (s, A} \ s € [K]<K fc A € Fj, }. Order this poset in the Prikry manner:
(s, A} s£ (t,B) exactly when s end-extends t, A c B, and s \ t c B. Clearly this

poset produces a set w £ K which is eventually inside every element of F^. That is.
Q^ forces F,,, and hence also 17, to extend to the tail filter of w. By the previous

lemma, F^ is K-complete in V[G], so by taking unions hi the first coordinate, and

intersections in the second, Q,j is < K-directed closed.

ISUPP(/)I < K } i whereNow I handle many 77 at once: let Q = < / € Ht?

ranges over all measures on K.. Since in each coordinate, Qn is directed closed,

and the supports can grow in size up to K, it follows that Q is <K-directed closed.
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Thus, by the Laver preparation property, if g £ Q is V[G]-generic, then K is still

supercompact in V [£][</].

Clearly every measure 77 in V extends to a tail filter in V[(?][<?], since the generic
g on the 17 coordinate adds a set w which burrows its way on a tail into every T7-large
Set. QTk.«r«»,

These final theorems explain how to lift large embeddings to what are ordinary

ultrapowers in the forcing extension. In preparation. I prove a lemma which will be

applied in the forcing extension. A normal ultrapower means the ultrapower by

a normal measure.
Lemma 2.6.3 Suppose j : V —> M is generated by a seed a c ran(j) where |a ^ K.

Then j is a. normal ultrapower.

Proof: Let A" = XK = { j(/)(/c) / € V }. By the Seed Hull Lemma 1.1.3, X -< M.
I want to show X = M. It suffices to show a € X. since in that case M = Xfl c X.

First notice that ran(jf) C X by using the constant functions, so a c X. Thus, to con-
clude c e X it suffices to show XK c X. Assume, therefore, that (bQ \ a < K } € XK,

where ba = ;(/«)(*) *or s°me functions /0. Define F(/5) = (/a(0) | a < 0 ). Thus,
j(F)(fc) = (j(/a)(K) ! < * < * ) = (60 I Q' < K) . so F witnesses that the sequence
(b0 \ a < K} is in X. Therefore XK £ X. and so c € X, and so X = M. Thus K

generates the whole embedding, and so j is a normal ultrapower. DL'»»*

Theorem 2.6.4 Every 7-supercompact embedding can be lifted to a normal uJtra-

power.

Proof: Suppose j : V —*• M = { J(/)(G) j / € V j is a 7-supercompact embedding,
where a = j " 7. By adding a fast function if necessary, we may assume that
7 = J(£)(K) for some function £ : K —> K. Also assume, by forcing if necessary, that
the GCH holds at K. Now let PK be the reverse Easton iteration where at inaccessible
stages 8 such that £ " 6 c <$ the forcing is Q; = coll(6, i(6)]. Let QK be coll(/c,7).

Thus j(PK) = PK*QK*Pt^,. The standard lifting arguments establish that j lifts fully

to j : V[G\[g] —* M[j(G)\j(g)]. Notice that the Closure Claims assist in showing
that ji " g € M[j(G)] (which is needed for the master condition argument to lift

the QK forcing), since M"1 c M in V, so M[G][ff]7 c M[G][gr] in V[G][#], and so

M[j(C?)]7 c M[j(G)] in V[C?]lsf]. Finally, by the Old Seed Lemma 1.1.4, a = j " 7

is still a seed, and in the extension |a| = |7J = K, it follows by the previous lemma

that the lift is a normal ultrapower. [>*«.«,»

A similar result holds in the case when K is merely strong.
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Lemma 2.6.5 Suppose; : V -» M = { j(f)(s] f € V & s € a<w }, where 2K > a.

Tien j is a normal uJtrapower.

Proof: Again let X ~ {;(/)(«) | / € V } -< M. It is clear that P(K x K) c X.

It follows that Q c A', and hence a<Ur' c X. Thus, A = M, since it has the

necessary seeds. Thus, j is generated by the seed K and must therefore be a normal

ultrapower. QL«»».

Theorem 2.6.6 (WOODIN) If j : V -» M = { j ( f ) ( s ) | / € V & 5 e a<u }, where

a < J(K) and MK c M, then j lifts to a forcing extension in which 2K > a.

This theorem is nontrivial, and involves a complicated "surgery" argument to con-

struct one of the generics on the M side. I merely remark that by the previous

lemma, the lift is actually a normal ultrapower.

§2.7 Questions Concerning Extensions and Lifts

The following questions have interested me. but I cannot yet answer them.

1. Can <ILK-rank increase by lifting?

2. Can a measure have a unique lift through nontrivial forcing?

3. Can you force <„, to be linear?

Chapter 3 Fragile Measurability

An old question is "what happens to a measurable cardinal when you force to add

a new subset^ Silver showed in [SILJ that if K is supercompact, then over a suit-

ably prepared model, the measurability of K can survive forcing with the poset

Add(/c,l) = K<K. Alternatively, it is not difficult to show that forcing over the

inner model L[}i\ with Add(fc, 1) always destroys the measurability of K. Observe

that Add(/c, 1) preserves /c<K and K+, but not P(K). Let us call such posets K-

concerned. The L[/JL] argument generalizes to K-concerned forcing. Let's say that

K has fragile measurability iff every K-concerned poset destroys the measurability

of K.
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Theorem 3.0.1 In L[fi\, the measurable cardinal K has fragile measurability.
• i

Proof: I will show that K-concerned forcing over L[/x] always destroys the mea-
surabib'ty of K. Towards this end. suppose S is K-concerned, S £ S is L[^]-generic,
but K is still measurable in L[̂ ][S). Then there is some M and an ultrapower map

" i
j : L[fj][S} —>• M. By the elementarily of j, decompose M into its own forcing his-

tory: M = L[j(fi)][j(S)]. Let B c K be one of the new sets added by S. Certainly

B € M, since B = j(B) H K.. But j(S) was j(K)-concerned, and so could not have

added B. Therefore, B € L[jf(^)]. The standard results on L[fj] say that L[j(fJ.}] is

an iterate of L[n], and in particular they share the same P(/c). Therefore B € £{/*}»

This contradicts the assumption that B was new. QTk«o,«n,

It is difficult to generalize this theorem to the case when K is supercompact. or

when Ii(/e) holds, because we simply do not yet have nice inner models for these

cardinals. Nevertheless. W. Hugh Woodin [WOOl] has shown by forcing that for the

particular poset Add(/c,l), it is (relatively) consistent that K is supercompact yet

forcing with Add(«, 1) destroys the measurability of K. His argument consequently

finds an inner model type of property in a forcing extension. The proof, unfortu-

nately, relies on a feature of Add(K, 1) which is not shared by all K-concerned posets,

namely, that forcing with Add(«, 1) over his model V[G] adds no new subsets to K,

all of whose initial segments are in V. Consequently, a more general argument is

necessary to force full fragile measurability. t

In this chapter I provide such a argument. The main theorem, stated below but

proved piece by piece in later sections, generalizes Woodin's theorem to-K-concerned

posets, and to other large cardinals.

Main Theorem. The following are (relativelyj consistent:

1. K is supercompact yet has fragile measurability.

2. K is strong yet has fragile measurability.

3. K satisfies Ij yet .has fragile measurability.
!>

Fragile measurability is an inner model like property; after all, it holds in L\JJL}. ~~

The main theorem, therefore, since it is proved by forcing, can be viewed as a

way of obtaining inner model like properties in a forcing extension. This theorem ^

is fundamentally different from those of Laver [LAV] and Gitik-Shelah [G-s], which

show that supercompactness or strongness is preserved by many K-concerned posets.

The requirement of K+ preservation seems to be necessary, because by a theorem c-

of Woodin in [WOO2], if there is a Woodin cardinal above K then there is a poset P
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which preserves K<K and the measurability of /c, but it collapses K+ (and a lot more).

It is conceivable that K+-preservation could be weakened to K++-preservation or less

without disturbing the consistency theorems in this paper.

A final note on terminology: the equiconsistency theorems below are all of the

form:
Theorem. It is (relatively) consistent that K ias property A yet B holds.

What I mean by this is CON(ZFC 4- A(/c)) —*• CON(zFC + A(K] + B). I prove such a

statement by assuming that V (= ZFC + A(*c), and identifying a poset P € V such

that if G C P is V-generic then V[G\ j= ZFC + A(K) -f B. This forcing argument can
then be converted to a relative consistency result in the ordinary manner.

§3.1 Reverse Easton Forcing

The lifting arguments in this chapter use reverse Easton forcing, and 1 prove the
basic combinatorial properties of this kind of forcing here. The technical Name

Rank argument will be useful in some counting arguments later on.

Definition 3.1.1 If r is a name, then a nice name for a subset of r is a name of
the form u{ {TT} x Av T £ dom(r) }, where AT is an antichain in P.

It is easy to show using the basic forcing lemmas (mixing and fullness) that for
every a there is a nice name c' such that | c r C r ] = |a = cr'].

Name Rank Lemma 3.1.2 If r is a P-name such that |rank(r) ^ /?] = 1, and
rank(P) ^ 7, then there is a name a with rank(a) ^ 7 + 3 • /? and |cr = r J = 1.

Proof: Let's organize the names which are in a sense hereditarily nice. Define

No =0,

NX — UO<A NQ if A is a limit, and

Na+i —{ (a, 1) a is a nice name for a subset of Ar
0 ).

Note that each Na is in fact a P-name. Moreover, as you can verify by induction,

|7Va = V[G]a] = 1. Also, by an easy induction, rank(Ar
a) s£ 7 + 3 • a. Now, if

frank(r) ^ /3] = 1, then |T c Ar^| = 1. Therefore there is a nice name a for a

subset of Np such that [r = <r] = 1. Since (a, 1) € A^+i, we know rank(a) -f 2 ^

rank (a, 1} <7 + 3 - ( / 3 + l) = 7 + 3 - / 5 + 3, and therefore rank(cr) ^ 7 + 3 • /3. This

proves the lemma. n^»"»»
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Many of the following arguments use iterated forcing. An iteration of length
7 is frequently denoted by P7. It is understood that if £ < 7 then P,s denotes

the forcing iteration .through its first 6 many stages. That is. P$ = P7 f 8. Denote
by Q£ the forcing done at stage 8, and by P^K or Pviil the (Pf-name of) the forcing
iteration from stage 6 to K. That is, P^+i = P£ * Q$, and PK = ¥f * P^u, or sometimes
PK = P£+ i * PtJi • The whole iteration P7 is therefore determined by specifying Q^ for
8 < 7 and the types of limits taken at limit stages PX, when A ̂  7 is a limit ordinal.

Definition 3.1.3 A forcing iteration P7 is a reverse Easton iteration iff nontrivial
forcing is done only at infinite cardinal stages, direct limits are taken at all inac-

cessible cardinal limit stages, and inverse limits at all other limit stages. Such an

iteration is simple iff for all 8 < 7, in T/F|5 the poset <Q»,$ has size at most 2*. and for
every 0 < 8 has a ^/3-closed dense subset. An iteration is basic iff in V 6 the poset
<Q>5 has size at most £+, is <5+-c.c., and for every /3 < 8 has a s$/?-closed dense subset.

If in addition Q^ is «5-directed closed, then we say the iteration P7 is directed

closed.

Notice that every basic reverse Easton iteration is also a simple reverse Easton

iteration.
Lemma 3.1.4 Simple reverse Easton iterations preserve strongly inaccessible car-

dinals.

Proof: Suppose P is a simple reverse Easton iteration. I argue by induction that

with an artful choice of names for the Q$'s, we may assume for every infinite ordinal
7 that |P7 ^ ^7-fi- It is certainly true initially. If it is true for 7, then it is true for

7 + 1, since Q7 has size V in Vw\ but (27);/P'r ^ (2-^+1)7 = ^7+2, by counting the
number of nice names, and so we can find a name for Q7 of size H7+2. With this
name, |P7 * Q7 sg 37+i • 37+2 = ^7+2- Finally, if it is true for all 7 < A, where A is

a limit, then |Px| ^ II7<A P7 ^ n7<A ̂ r+i ^ P>)A = ^U+i, and so it is true at A.

Now I can prove the lemma. Suppose 7 is strongly inaccessible in V, but not in
V[G]. If 7 is not regular in V[G], then there is a cofinal map / : 8 — » 7 with 8 < 7.
Factor P = P^ * Qf * P%U1 right at 8. By the above induction, Pf * Qfi has size at most
^6+2 < 7i a^d so 7 is still regular in V1***1 . It is not difficult to check that P,̂  is
^-distributive in this model, by iterating the $6-closed sets at each stage, and so

it could not add / either. This is a contradiction, and so 7 is still regular in V[G].

If 7 is not a strong limit in V[G], then for some 8 < 7, 2* > 7 in V[G]. Consider

P = P6 * <Q>£ * P^. Again we know that |P6 * Q6 1 ^ Z36+2 < 7 in V, and so the number
of nice P^+i-names for subsets of 8 is at most (2-1*+2)* < 7, so P^+1 cannot force
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2* > 7 in V[G}. But Pttil is $<5-distributive in Vp*+i, so it adds no new subsets to -6.

Contradiction. Thus, 7 is still strongly inaccessible in V[G]. DU«==.

Notice that if 7 is strongly inaccessible, then the cardinality argument can be

improved to JP7| ^ 7, because a direct limit is taken at stage 7.

Lemma 3.1.5 If tie GCH ioJds then every basic reverse Easton iteration preserves

all cardinals, co&nalities, and the GCH.

Proof: Suppose P is a basic reverse Easton iteration. Using the GCH, improve the

induction argument in the previous lemma to show that |P7| $ 7"*" for every infinite

cardinal 7. It is true initially. If it is true at 7. then it is true at 7"*", because

PT+ = P7 * Q7 has size $7"*" • (7+^ )T+. by using a full name for Q7. But 7^ ^ 7++

since |P7| $ 7"*". so this gives |PT+ < 7"1"1"- If A is a limit cardinal, and it is true for

all 7 < A, then observe \~P\\ ^ H7<A7^ $ A^ = A"1", so it is true at A. Now I prove

a claim.

Claim.
1. If 7 is Maido, or the successor of a regular cardinal, then P7 is 7-c.c.

2. If 7 is inaccessible, or the successor of a singular cardinal, then P7 is 7
+-c.c.

3. If 7 is singular, then P7 is 7+~l"-c.c.

Proof: By induction on 7. It is true initially. Suppose it is true up to 7.

Case 1. If 7 is Mahlo. then P7 is the direct limit of 7-c.c. posets, and fur-

thermore, direct limits are taken on a set of stages stationary in 7, namely the

inaccessibles, and so by the standard argument P7 is 7-c.c. If 7 = £+, where 6 is

regular, then P7 = P^+ = P^ * Qg, since nontrivial forcing is done only at cardinal

stages. By the induction hypothesis. P^ is at worst <5+-c.c., i.e. 7-c.c., and <Q>$ is

also 7-c.c. in V®1, since 6+ = (<5~l~)^ *, so P7 is 7-c.c.

Case 2. If 7 is inaccessible, then since a direct limit is taken at stage 7 we obtain

|P7| < 7, so P7 is at worst 7"l"-c.c. If, alternatively, 7 = £+, where 8 is singular, then

as in the previous case, P7 = P£ * Q^ where now P^ is at worst 6++-c.c., making P7

only 7+-c.c.
1

Case 3. Otherwise. 7 is singular, but since |P7| ^ 7"*", it is at worst 7++-c.c.
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To see that P preserves cardinals and cofinalities, it suffices just to check that

it preserves regular cardinals. Suppose A is regular in V, but has cofinality 6 < A

in V[G\. Factor P at 6: P = Pf * Q6 * Ptaii. The tail forcing is ^-distributive, by

iterating the closed sets from each coordinate, and so could not add the new cofinal

6 sequence. Similarly, P^ is <5+-c.c., since 8 is regular, and Q^ is 6+-c.c., so neither

of these posets could have added a cofinal map of 8 into A. This is a contradiction.

So no cardinals or cofinalities are collapsed by P.

We check that the GCH is preserved by induction. Suppose it is true in V[G\

up to 7. If 7 is regular, then factor P = P7 * Q7 * Full- The tail forcing is $7-

distributive, and so does not affect P(f). The forcing P7 * Q7 is 7~*"-c.c. and has

size 7"*", so does not affect the GCH at 7. since there are only 7+ many nice names

for subsets of 7. Assume alternatively that 7 is singular, with cofinality A. Observe

that )27| = |{ / : 7 -* 2 } = | { / : A -+ 2<7 } |. Since the GCH holds up to 7, it

follows that J2<7 = 7, and so |2"r| = 7 in the forcing extension. Factor P at A,

to see that P = P\ * Q> * Ptaii- The tail forcing adds no new A-sequences of ordinals

by distributivity, and so cannot affect 7\ The forcing P> * Q^ is A+-C.C., and has

size A"1". Such a poset has only (A • (A"1")*)7 = A^7 ^ 77 = 7+ many nice names for

members of 7\ and therefore preserves the GCH at 7. [>«»mi

I will assume subsequently, when it is convenient, that the posets Q7 have rank

no larger than is really necessary. For example, when the GCH holds, cardinals are

preserved, and since <Q>7 has size at most 7+ in V^, we may pick a name for Q7

which really has size only 7"*", provided 7 is regular. Furthermore, by using an

isomorphic copy of the poset, we may assume Q7 € lf(7"t"+).
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§3.2 Fragile Measurability for a Supercompact Cardinal
^ i

"•'A

After proving a general purpose lifting theorem for supercompact embeddings, I

will, in this section, deduce part 1 of the main theorem.

Definition 3.2.1 A cardinal K is 7-supercompact iff there is an embedding j :

V —> M with cp(j') = K, M7 c M, and J(K] > 7. K is supercompact iff it is

7-supercompact for all 7.

I begin with a well known lemma characterizing supercompact cardinals. For more

theorems of this sort, see [KAN].

Lemma 3.2.2 K is 7-supercompact iff there is a map j : V — > M with cp(j) — K,

j(/c) > 7, and a = j " 7 generates all of M.

Proof: (— ») Assume j : V — * M is given, witnessing that K is 7 supercompact. Let

(j. be the measure germinated by the seed a. Thus, X € ^ iff a £ j ( X ] &: X e PKj.

Let jo : V — » MO be the ultrapower by p.. Let ao = jo " 7- By the Seed Lemma 1.1.1, ^_.

jo(/)(oo) = [flit-, and therefore, MO = { jo(/)(oo) / € V }, so j0 " 7 generates all

of MO. Finally, by considering the map / : X *— * ot(X], we obtain that jo(«) > 7-

(<-) Suppose j : V -> M - { j(/)(a) | / € V } is given. To see that M7 c

M, suppose (z0 | a < 7) c M. So ZQ = j(/tt)(a) for some /0. Without loss of

generality, dom(/a) = PKf. Define g : PK~f -> V by g(s) = ( fSa \ a < ot(s)),

where (sa \ a < ot(s)) enumerates s. Therefore. j(g)(a) = (j(/a) | a < 7). Now

evaluate pointwise at c to see that ( za \ a < 7 } = ( j(/tt)(a) | a < 7 ) € M, so

c M. D'-- -

Definition 3.2.3 I will refer to such j as 7-supercompact embeddings. They

are ultrapowers by normal fine measures on PK7.

Lemma 3.2.4 Every lift of a 7-supercompact embedding to a forcing extension is

still a 7-supercoznpact embedding.

Proof: This is immediate by the Old Seed Lemma 1.1.4 since j " 7 is still a seed

for the whole embedding. Qi,«»m.
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In particular, if the lift is definable in V\G}. then K is still 7-supercompact in V[G].

Definition 3.2.5 A (supercompact) Laver function on K is a partial function

£ • K —» VK such that for any 7 and any x € JET(7"*") there is a 7-supercompact

embedding j : V —» M such that j(^)(K) = x an(i dom(j(£)) is disjoint from

the interval (^,7]. Moreover, there must be for every 7 another 7-supercompact

embedding j : V —> M with dom(j(^)) disjoint from [^,7].

By restricting the domain if necessary, assume that t " 7 C V7 for every 7 €

dom(^). Laver first proved in [LAV] the following lemma concerning such functions.

Lemma 3.2.6 (LAYER) If K is supercompact, then there is a partial function I'-.K —4

VK such that for any 7 and any x € H(7+) there is a 7-supercompact embedding

j : V ->M witbj(l)(K) =x.

See [LAV] for a proof of this lemma. I have added the requirements about

avoiding the intervals (^,7] and [^,7] to the definition of Laver function because

they are useful and follow easily from Laver's lemma.

Corollary 3.2.7 Every supercompact cardinal has a supercompact Laver function.

Proof: Let I be as in Laver's lemma. Define £ by £(a) = z iff / " a c VQ and for

some 6, /(a) = (z^}- Clearly, £ is a partial function from K to VK. Let's prove it is

a Laver function. Fix x € H(-)'+). Notice that (2,7) € H(~)'+} as well. By Laver's

lemma there is a 7-supercompact embedding j : V —* M with j(0(K) = ( x i f ) -

Since j ( l ) " K = / " K c VK = MK, we can see that J(^)(K) = x. Furthermore, the

next element in dom(j(£)) after K is beyond 7, since it must be a closure point of

j(Z), and j(l)(n) = (2,7). Thus dom(j(£)) is disjoint from («,7J.

To find the other embedding, just pick by Laver's lemma a 7-supercompact

embedding j such that J(/)(K) = 7. Since this is not an ordered pair, K will not be

in dom(j(£)). and the next closure point will be beyond 7, so dom(j(£)) is disjoint

from [K, T]- DC..OU«S.

Definition 3.2.8 A basic reverse Easton K-iteration PK is Laver induced iff there

is a Laver function £.'-. K—» VK, and a definable function F such that for all 7 < K, we

have Q7 = F(£ \ 7 + 1) if 7 € dom(£), trivial otherwise. (We apply F in V, to give

the name of Q7.) We further require that F(C \ 7 + 1) is absolute between models

with the same P(7). The Laver function picks out the parameters needed to define

the forcing at stage 7, and nontrivial forcing is performed only at stages in dom(£).

The "genericity" of Laver functions allows them to define a wide class of posets.
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Theorem 3.2.9 If the GCH holds and PK is Laver induced, then it preserves the

supercompactness of K.

Proof: Assume K is supercompact in V [= GCH and that PK is Laver induced.

Suppose that G is V'-generic for P*. We will show K is still supercompact in V[G*].

Accordingly, fix 7 a strong limit of cofinality greater than K. Fix also t and F which

witness that PK is Laver induced. Fix j : V —*• M a 7-supercompact embedding with

dom(j(£)) disjoint from [^,7]. By factoring. j(PK) = PK * P,̂ f for some poset Ptiil.

Since in V nontrivial forcing is done only at stages in dom(£), Ptii] performs trivial

forcing at every stage in the interval [^,7]. Since G is V-generic for PK, it is also

M-generic, and so we can view M[G] as a forcing extension over an initial segment

ofj(PK) .
Claim 3.2.9.A
1. P^f ias a $7 closed dense set in M[G}.

2. M[G] is closed under 7 sequences in V[G].

3. Counted in V[G], there are only j+ many dense subsets of P^f in M[G}.

Proof: I will heavily use the special attributes of basic reverse Easton posets.

1. The poset PtU1 is trivial until after stage 7. After 7, each stage of the

forcing has a ^7-closed dense subset. The corresponding iteration of these dense

subsets is dense in PlU1, and still ^-closed: Any descending 7-sequence cannot have

support approaching an inaccessible because 7 is too small; simply getting below

the sequence on each coordinate will produce a valid condition.

2. This is immediate from Closure Claim 2.2.2, since PK has the K-C.C.

3. Observe that |PK| = K, and so |P(PK)V| = K+. By taking j, conclude that

l-PO(P/t))! = J ( K + ) - By the GCH, since PK is a basic reverse Easton iteration, it

does not change the size of power sets. In particular. P(j(PK))| = J(K+) still.

But U(K+)| = (K+r 7+ in V since j is an ultrapower on PK7, and 7 is a

strong limit with cof(7) > K. Therefore, M\G] has only 7+ many subsets of j(PK),

counted in V[G]. The claim follows. Ocum.

Now the Diagonalization Lemma 2.2.4 produces a filter dltaji c P^ which is

M[<j]-generic. Altogether, G * dta$ is M-generic for j(PK), and clearly pulls back

to G. So by the Lifting Lemma 2.1.1, j lifts to j : V[G] -» M [ j ( G ) ] , where

j(G) = G * dtail• Since by Lemma 3.2.4 the lift of a 7-supercompact embedding is

still 7-supercompact, it follows that K is still 7-supercompact in Vr[C?]. By taking 7

arbitrarily large, the theorem follows. DTk..r«=
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A more general theorem, in which nontrivial forcing is done at stage K, will be

more useful. Extending the definition to longer iterations, let us say that a basic

reverse Easton (K + l)-iteration PK * QK is Laver induced iff PK is induced by i and

F as above, and moreover QK = F(C*) for some extension of i to domain K +1. We

may view the preceding theorem as a special case of the following corollary, when

QK is trivial.

Corollary 3.2.10 If the GCH holds, PK * QK is Laver induced, and G*g is V-generic.

then for every 7 there is a 7-supercompact j : V —» M which lifts partway to j :

V[G] -» M[j(G}} c V[G\[g}. Moreover, j(FK}\K+I = PK * QK and j(G)r«+l = G*g.

Proof: This proof is very similar to the above. By definition QK = F(£*), where

P = t U { (K, a) } for some a. Fix 7 any strong limit with cof (7) > K such that

a € H(-y+). Fix j : V -» M such that j(/)(«) = G and dom(j(£)) n (/c,7] = 0.

Therefore, F(j(£) f K +1) = F(f) = QK and so since M and V have the same P(«),

conclude by the absoluteness property on F that j(PK) = PK * QK * Pt^f. where the

tail forcing starts after stage K (rather than right at K as in the previous theorem).

Thus, we can view M[G][0] as a forcing extension of M over an initial segment of

j(PK). Moreover, the following holds.

Claim.

1. Pt̂ f has a ^7 dosed dense set in M[G][0].

2. M[(?][<7] is closed under 7 sequences in V[G][g].

3. Counted in V[(?][#], tiere are onJ.y 7+ many dense subsets of P^f in M[G][0].

Proof: Very similar to Claim 3.2.9.A. Qci^m

From the claim there is again by the Diagonalization Lemma an M[G][g']-generic

Stuj £ P,^- Let j(G) = G * g * g4li,. By construction this is M-generic for j(PK) and

pulls back to G, so j lifts to j : V[G] -+ M[j(G}} £ V[G][g}. This proves the

corollary. Dc«».u»ry

It does not follow from the above that K is supercompact in V[G][p], since the

domain of j, even after lifting, is too small. The following theorem will identify a

situation in which we can lift j fully to V[G][<?].

Definition 3.2.11 Refer to such j as in the proof of the previous corollary as

coherent lifts. If PK * QK is Laver induced and j : V[G] -> M[j(G)] £ V[G][g] is a

coherent lift, then a master condition for QK is a condition q € j(QK) such that

q
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Remark 3.2.12 If QK is directed closed, then it admits a master condition by the
following argument: j " g e M[j(G}] by K+ closure, and j " g c j(QK) is a set of

size K+ < J(K) with the FIP, so by the directed closure of j(QK) there is a condition

q € QK below every element of j " g.

Theorem 3.2.13 If tie GCH holds, PK * QK is Laver induced, and QK admits a mas-
ter condition for every coherent lift j , then PK * QK preserves tie supercompactness

of /c.

Proof: Suppose 7 is a strong limit with cof(7) > /c and j : V[G] — » M[j(G]\ is

a coherent lift, as in Corollary 3.2.10. It remains to lift j through the QK forcing.

Suppose q & j(QK) is the master condition given by hypothesis.

Claim.
1- j(QK) ias a ^-closed dense subset.

2. M[j(G)} is dosed under 7 -sequences in V[G\\g].

3. j(QK) .has onJy 7"*" many antichains in M [j(G)], counted in

Proof: 1. This follows by elementarity since 7 < J(K).

2. This is immediate by Closure Claim 2.2.1, since we already knew that M[G][gr]

is closed under 7-sequences in ^r[

3. In V[G], QK has the K^-C.C. and size <K+, so the number of antichains it

has is no more than (t"1")" = «+. So M[j(G)] (= j(QK) has no more than jX*"1")

many antichains. But J(K+)| = 7"*" in V, since j is an ultrapower on PK7, so 3

holds. Qd*im

Therefore by the Diagonalization Lemma 2.2.4 there is an M[j(G)j -generic

g c j(QK) below q. Since q is a master condition, g pulls back to g, and so j lifts to

j : V[G][g] — > M[j(G)][j(g)] where j(g) = g. I have lifted j through all the forcing,

and so by Lemma 3.2.4 K is still 7-supercompact in V[G][g]. By taking 7 to be

arbitrarily large, the theorem follows. £>*«<>,«»

I can now apply these theorems to the situation of fragile measurability.
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Main Theorem (part 1) 3.2.14 It is (relatively) consistent that K is supercom-

pact, yet tiie GCH holds and K has fragile measurabiJity.

Proof: Suppose K is supercompact in V £= ZFC. Assume for free by the class
forcing argument of Menas [MEN] that V ^= GCH. Let £ be a Laver function for K.

Without loss of generality assume dom(£) is contained in the inaccessibles. I will use

it to help define the admittedly complex forcing. To begin, let's say that (a, d} is a

7-data packet iff o = ( A° | a < 7+ ) enumerates some partial orders, i.e. subsets of

7 x 7, such that ot(A7) = a, and d = ( D° \ a < 7"*"} enumerates P(7). Clearly,

there are many data packets for each 7. Now let's define our poset. The forcing Q7

at stage 7 will be trivial unless the following unlikely condition is satisfied:

TJT7 : 7 e dom(£) & £(7) = (av d7) is a 7-data packet.

This condition is not actually so unlikely, and in fact holds on a stationary set,
because if (aK, dK} is a K-data packet, then by the Laver property on £ we could find

j : V —+ M such that J(£}(K) — (aK.dK] and so j(*)K holds in M. Thus, *7 holds
in V on a set of normal measure 1, a stationary set. When *fc-7 holds, say that (7, a)

reflects to (7', a') iff •fcy also holds and the 7- and the 7*-data packets given by I

agree, i.e. A° n 7' x 7' = A^,, and D* D 7' = D°,'. It will turn out that the forcing

Q7 will add a 7"*"-sequence of clubs ( C° | a < 7"*" ). I am allowed to refer to the
earlier generics C% when defining Q7, provided 8 < 7. With this in mind, define

in V^7 the foil owing poset:

= < C c 7

C is closed and bounded; if 7' is an inaccessible cluster point of C,
then (7,0) reflects to (7'. a'} for some a' < 7'+, and C n 7' = C?,' •

Thus, at the inaccessible cluster points of the generic club, not only must the

data packets agree, but the generics must also agree. Order Q7 by end extension.

This poset definitely adds a club in 7, because it is dense that conditions grow

arbitrarily tall below 7. Denote this generic club by C7. It could be that C7 has
no inaccessible cluster points (witnessing that 7 is no longer Mahlo), but in fact it

will follow that for lots of 7 this is not the case. Define Q7 to be the <7-support

product of the Q°. That is, Q7 = j t € I10<T+ Q^ |supp(t)| < 7 j. Since each Q7

f , this poset will add the sequence ( C° \ a < 7+ }. Now let PK be

r Finally, let (aK. dK} be a K-data packet, and

adds the club C"

the reverse Easton iteration of the

define QK and QK similarly from (aK,dK).
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Lemma 3.2.14.A PK * QK is a Laver induced basic reverse Easton iteration.

Proof: First let's verify that it is a basic reverse Easton iteration. Assume by
induction that P7 is a basic reverse Easton iteration. Let's check the requirements on

QT. Q7 is trivial (and so satisfies the requirements) if -fc7 does not hold, so assume
•ir^ holds. In particular, 7 € dom(£) and so 7 is inaccessible. By Lemma 3.1.4 it is
also inaccessible in V [G \ 7]. In V [G \ 7] note that |Q° = 7<7 = 7, and so JQ7 =
(7+ -7)<7 = 7"1". A standard A-system argument establishes that Q7 is 7

+-c.c. Now

I must verify the closure condition. I need to show that for every 8 < 7, Q^ has a

dense set which is <6-closed. Define BI = {t € Q7 j a € supp(i) —> t(a) \ 8 ̂  0 }.
This set is dense in Q7. and also <6-directed closed, by taking unions and adding
the supremum. The complicated reflection property will not apply to the top point.

because it is above 6 yet has cofinality ^.8. and therefore cannot be inaccessible. So
we may freely add this top point. Thus, Q7 has size at most 7"*", is 7+-c.c., and
satisfies the closure condition. Therefore PK+i = PK * QK is a basic reverse Easton

iteration.

Now let F be the function which takes arguments like £ \ (7 4- 1) to the corre-
sponding poset Q7, and everything else to the trivial poset. This process is absolute
for models with the same P(f). since they will both know if £(7) is a 7-data packet
or not, and the "reflects to" relation is definable from i, since the names for C°t

and everything else can be coded with subsets of 7. This F witnesses that PK is
Laver induced. Since, moreover, QK = F(£*), where £* is just £ extended so that

£*(/c) = {aK,<£K), it follows that PK * QK is also Laver induced. Qi,«mm.

Lemma 3.2.14.B QK admits a master condition for every coherent lift j.

Proof: Suppose j is a coherent lift. That is, suppose j : V —+ M lifts to j : V[G] —>

M[j(G)} as in Corollary 3.2.10, where j(TK] = P* * QK * Pv̂  j(G) = G * g * 9uu,
and j(£)(n) = (aK,dK}. I will define the master condition q € j(QK). Denote by C°

the set C£ U {K}.

Claim 3.2.14.B.1 Cf is a valid condition in Qj(
(°j.

Proof: First note that since C° is defined from C°, which is added at stage K
in j(G], I am allowed to refer to C° during the forcing at stage J(K). I need

only check that C£ satisfies the defining requirements of Q!-(*y Certainly C° is a

closed bounded subset of j(/c). Furthermore, since the initial segments of C£ axe

all fixed by j. they are in QJ/Q\ by elementarity. So it suffices to check only that
the reflection property holds right at K. Notice that K is an inaccessible cluster
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point of Cf . Fortunately j(A°) n K = A°K = (A*)M and j(D°) n K . = £>° = (Z?£)W,
where the first equality in both cases follows from the elementarity of j, and the
second holds since jf/)(«) = (aK ,dK). Therefore (j(/c),j(a)} reflects to (K, a), and
moreover C£ n K = C°, so the reflection property requirement is satisfied, and

Let 9 be the condition in j(QK) with supp(g) = j " K"1" and g(j(a)) = C°. Since
j is 7-supercompact and 7 was a strong limit above K, it follows that j " K"1" € M,
and moreover it has size K~*", which is less than J(K], so the support is satisfactory.
Therefore, q is indeed a condition in j(Qu). To see that it is a master condition,
suppose p € g. Since jsupp(p) < K, it follows suppj(p) c j " K+ = supp(§).

Moreover, p(a), an initial segment of C°. is fixed by j, and so j(p)(j(o;)) is (the
same) initial segment of C°- Thus, g(j(a)) ^ jf(p)(j(a)), and therefore q ^ j(p),
since everything in the support has the form j(a). So g is a master condition. Qumm.

It follows by Theorem 3.2.13 that K is still supercompact in

Lemma 3.2.14.C V[G][g] (= every K-concerned poset Jcilis the measurabiJity of n.

Proof: Suppose S e V[G][g] is a poset which concerns K, and S c S is
generic. I must show that K is not a measurable cardinal in T7[<j][(7][S]. Sup-
pose it were. Then there would be an embedding h : V[G][g][S} — > N* with
cp(h) = K. By elementarity, decompose A7* into its own forcing history: A7* =
A7 ̂ (G)] [%)][/*(£)]. There is no reason to think that A* c V. The following.

however, do hold.
Claim.

2.

3. h(G)K+i = G * £

4. P(K)V = P(K)A'.

Proof: Note that h(g) = ( (C%,K \) | a < /I(K)"'" \ is a sequence of club subsets of

/I(K), where in particular, h(C°] = (Chf*\) • Therefore K is an inaccessible cluster

point of (C^/*-u , and so by the defining requirements of h(Q") conclude: h(+}K

holds in A7, (/i(/c), h(a)) reflects (in A7) to (K, a'} for some a', and (CjJ"\) H K =

(C* ) , where (C") denotes the club added by (Q°) • By reflection we know
that (^O*\) Pi K x K = (A* ) . But it is also, by the elementarity of h, equal

to A%. Thus (A° } = Aa
K and so a = a', since both are equal to the order

K \ K / n *
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type of A°. Therefore A° = (A°K}N . Similarly, D% = (X^J}"))" H K = (!>£)*

and C% = (Cw*\) H K = (C") • where in both cases the first equality follows

from the elementarity of h. and the second follows from the fact that

reflects to («, a) in N or the requirements of being in the poset Q°. Here is where

I use the crucial ^-preservation. Since K+ = (K+) , and A£, £)£, and C% are the

same whether computed in N or in V, for each a < /c+. statements 1 and 3 hold.

Statement 4 follows, since dK explicitly enumerates P(/c)v, and by statement 1, it

also enumerates P(/c)A', since it is part of a K-data packet in N. Statement 2 follows

from statement 1. since PK+i is denned from t \ n + I by P, which at stage K is

absolute between N and V. This proves the claim. Dc'«i=>

Now I can go for the contradiction, and complete the proof of the lemma. Let

B c K be the new subset added by 5. In particular, B $ V[G\[g}. But B = h(B)r\K.

so B € Ar[h(G)][/i(<7)][h(S)]. Since the /i(S) forcing is /z(/c)-concerned, it could not

have added B, and so B £ N [h(G}][h(g]] . Similarly, the h(QK) forcing is </I(K)-

distributive, and so could not add B. Thus. B € N[h(G)]. By statement 3 in the

claim above, h(G) = GK * g * gtaili where gtail denotes the tail of the generic added

after stage K. The tail forcing is ^-distributive, and so could not have added B.

Thus, B € Ar[C?][g']. We do not need all «"*" many clubs in g to define B. so actually

B € N[G][g \ or], for some a < K+. The forcing PK * (QK \ a) has size K, and hence

nice names for subsets of K can be coded with a subset of K. By statement 4, these

codes, and hence the nice names, are the same in V as in A7. That is, B = TG i- ,

for some name r € N which can be coded with a subset of K, and hence r € V by

statement 4. But therefore. B = TG t £ V[G][g \ a] c V[(?][<7], contradicting our

assumption on B. Qi..mm.

Thus V[G][<7] f= ZFC + GCH + K is supercompact + everj? K-concerned poset kills

the measurability of K. This completes the proof of the theorem. QTk..r«»>

.
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§3.3 Fragile Measurability for a Strong Cardinal

In this section I will prove part 2 of the main theorem. The lifting technology is a

little more technical in the case of strong embed dings.

Definition 3.3.1 A cardinal K is 7-strong iff there is an embedding j : V —»• M

with cp(j) = /c, J(K) > 7, and V7 c M. K is strong iff it is 7-strong for every 7.

I begin with a well known fact about strong cardinals. Assume henceforth in

this section that 7 is a limit ordinal greater than n.

Lemma 3.3.2 If K is 7-strong then there is an extender embedding j : V —> M

such that cp(j) = K, j(/c) > 7, V7 c M, and M = { j(/)(s) | / € V & s € a<u },

where a = 37 + 1.

Proof: Suppose K is 7-strong. Thus there is an embedding j : V —* M with

cp(j) = K and V7 c M. Let a = 3, + 1, and X - { j(/)(s) | / e V,s € Q<U) }.

By the Seed Hull Lemma 1.1.3, X x M. Let TT : X -^ M0 be the Mostowski

collapse of X. Since ran(j) c A' by using constant functions, it makes sense to

define jo = TT o j. Let fc = ir~l. This gives the commutative diagram below.

V

M

Observe that jo '• V —* MQ is elementary, since truth is preserved from V to M

to X to MO- Also, cp(jo) = Ki since both TT and j fix everything below K, but

JO(K) = H-(J(K)). This is at least Q since a c X and so TT \ a = id, but J(K) > Q.

So JO(K) > Q > 7. To see that Vf £ MO, just let / : K —» VK enumerate VK in rank

order, i.e. / " 36 = Vf for all 6 < K. Thus, j(/) " a 2 M7 = V7, and so V7 c A".

These sets will therefore be fixed by TT. and so V7 £ MO- Finally, observe that

Mo = 7 T - A ' = {»(;(/))««)) | / €V, s€a< w } = {;„(/)(«) / € V , S € a

since TT(S) = s. This proves the lemma, since you can just replace j with jo-

Definition 3.3.3 Let's call such j as in the statement of the lemma 7-strong

embeddings.
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Lemma 3.3.4 The Jiff of a 7-strong embedding j : V — + M through basic reverse

Easton forcing to j : V\G] —> M[j(G)] is still 7-strong. provided 7 = 37, G e

M[;(G)], and the GCH ioJds.

Proof: Observe that M[j(G)] = { ;(/)(«) \ f € V[G] kst a<w } by the Old Seed

Lemma 1.1.4. It remains to show that V[G]7 £ M[j(G)]. Suppose TG & V[G]7.

Since 7 = Hv in V[G], TG can be coded by some bounded subset of 7, and therefore

there is a poset of rank less than 7 which adds TQ. That is. TG = CTQ^ for some

f < 7. By the Name Rank Lemma 3.1.2, I may assume that a € V7, and so

TG = aGi € V7[G] c M[G] c M[j(G)]. Thus, V[G},. c M[j(G}}. DL-..

Definition 3.3.5 A (strong) Laver function on AC is a partial function £\K—> VK

such that for any 7 and any x € H(7+) there is a 7-strong embedding j : V* — > M

such that j(^)(K) — x s11^ dom(j(^)) ig disjoint from the interval (^,,7]. Also there
must be another 7-strong embedding j : V — » M with dom(j(€)) disjoint from

As in the supercompact case, assume, by restricting the domain if necessary.

that i " 7 £ V7 for all 7 € dom(£). [G-S] asserts a version of the following lemma.

using a weaker notion of Laver function. The stronger notion here follows just as

in Corollarv 3.2.7.

m-
"\

Lemma 3.3.6 Every strong cardinal has a Laver function.

Definition 3.3.7 Just as in the supercompact case, a basic reverse Easton K-

iteration PK is said to be (strong) Laver induced iff there is a Laver function

i \ K —» VK, and a definable function F such that for all 7 < K, Q7 = F(l \ 7 4-1) if
7 € dom£, trivial otherwise. Further, F(£ \ 7 -4-1) must be absolute for models with
the same

The lifting arguments below follow a technique in [c-w].
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Theorem 3.3.8 If the GCH holds and P* is strong Laver induced tien it preserves

the strongness of n.

Proof: Assume that K is strong and that G is V-generic for PK. I will show K is

still strong in V\G\. Accordingly, fix 7 a D-fixed point above K. Fix also £ and F

which witness that PK is Laver induced. By the definition of Laver function, there

is a 7-strong embedding j : V —» M with dom(j(£)) disjoint from [^,7]. Thus,

jf (PK) = PK * P»^ for some poset P^.,. Since in V nontrivial forcing is done only at

stages in dom(£), every stage in the interval [«,7J has trivial forcing in Ptiil. Since

G is V-generic for PK, it is also M-generic, and so we can view M[G] as a forcing

extension over an initial segment of j(PK).

Factor j by using (^.7) as a seed. That is, let X = {.?(/)(*, 7) / € V ). By

the Seed Hull Lemma 1.1.3, X -< M. Let TT : X •—* MO be the Mostowski collapse,

and let jo = TT o;, k — K ~ I . This gives the following commutative diagram.

M

Since Mo = { jo(/)(K, 7o) | / € V } is generated by the single seed (/c, 70), where

70 = 7r(7), it follows that jo is an ultrapower map by a measure on K x K. In

particular, (M0)K c M0 in V. Let Pf ° = Tr(P^). Thus, J0(PK) = PK * P^°. We

can view Mo[G] as a forcing extension of MO after forcing through the first part of

Claim 3.3.8.A
1. P^° lias a $70 dosed dense set in M0[G].

2. Mo[G] is cjosed under K sequences in V[G].

3. Counted in V[G], there are only K+ many dense subsets of P^° in M[G}.

Proof: Similar to 3.2. 9. A., but use that jo is an ordinary ultrapower by a measure

on /c.
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The Diagonalization Lemma 2.2.4 produces as before from the claim a filter

^tail £ PJf° which is M0[G]-generic. Altogether, G * dtai] is Mo-generic for jo(P*),

and clearly pulls back to G. So by the Lifting Lemma 2.1.1, jo lifts to jo '• V[G\ —*

Mo [j(G)j, where j(G) = G*dta£. It remains to lift j. Let g^ be the filter generated

by k " d^.

Claim 3.3.8.B gtlil is M[G]-generic for PJJf.

Proof: Suppose D c Pj[ is an open dense set. D € M[G]. Since cp(k) > K. it

follows that Jfc(PK) = PK and k " G = G. So Jt : M0 -» M lifts to Jt : M0[G] -»• M[G].

Moreover, M[G] = { fc(/)0) | / € M0[G],s € Q<U }, where a = 37-f l = 7 + l,

since this is true without G. and it lifts with k through the P* forcing. Thus.

D = k(f)(s) for some / € Mo[Gj and some 5 € a<a'. Without loss of generality.

dom(/) = a^'i where ao = ff(a), and /(t) is an open dense subset of Ptiil° for all

t € dom(/). By A.I, conclude that D' = Hi/(t) is still open dense. Consequently,

by genericity, D' D dt.u ^ 0. and so fc(Z?') n g^ ^ 0. But D' c /(t) for all t, so

fc(D') c fc(/)(a) = D. Thus. D n g^ + 0. This proves the claim. DOU»

Since G * g%ii, obvioush' pulls back to G, we can lift j to j : V[G] —» M[j(G)],

where j(G) = G*g>t.a. By Lemma 3.3.4 this is still a 7-strong embedding. Therefore,

by taking 7 arbitrarily large, K is strong in V[G}. This proves the theorem. DTk.""-,

As in the supercompact case, it will be more useful to have a more general

theorem, in which nontrivial forcing is done at stage K. As before, extending the

definition to longer iterations, let us say that a basic reverse Easton («+l)-iteration

PK * QK is Laver induced iff PK is induced by t and F, and moreover QK = -F(f),

for some extension C* of £ to domain K. + 1.

In this case, there is a 7-strong embedding j :V —* M which has j(£) f / c + 1 = £*.

and so j(PK) = PK * QK * Pt̂ f for some PJJf. by the absoluteness property on P. Using

{/c, 7) as a seed, factor j as in the above proof. This produces the commutative

diagram shown below.

V

JO

Mo —- M
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As before, MO = { jo(/)(k»7o) | / e V ] . By the remarks after Lemma 3.1.5, assume

QK € H(K++). Thus, it can be coded with a set E c K+, with E £ X, where

X = ^{K,7} ig the seed hull of (K. 7} in M. If TT is the Mostowski collapse of X, then

v(E) = E since K+ c A", so 7r(QK) = QK, and therefore, j0(P*) = PK * QK * P^f°-

Theorem 3.3.9 If the GCH hoJds, PK * QK is Laver induced, and G*g is V-generic,
then in V [£?][<?] tie above diagram lifts through the PK forcing, as shown beJow.

V[G\

Proof: This argument is very similar to the previous theorem. Instead of working

in M[G] with trivial forcing done at stage K, we now have nontrivial forcing at stage

K. But we also have the generic g. We consequently do the previous argument in

M[G][g]. Construct as above by diagonalization an Mo[G][p]-generic d,^ for P^0

(which now of course starts at stage K. -f !)• Since the forcing PK * QK-is below the

critical point of fc, we get again that k lifts to k : Mo[G][g] —* M[G][ff). Also we

may again show that gltil = k " dtul is M[G][gf]-generic for P^. It follows that the

diagram lifts through the PK forcing. QTI>«O,«»

Notice that in the proof of the above theorem j(G) = G * g * glmil and

G * g * <it-J1 for some g^} and d^,. Moreover, since the lifted diagram commutes on

the generics, and on the names, the whole lifted diagram commutes.
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Corollary 3.3.10 If, moreover, JQ lifts fully to jo : V"[G][sr] —> Mo[jo(G)][jo(sO],

then the whole diagram lifts through the QK forcing.

V[G][g]

Proof: Let /ID = jo(#) and let h be the filter generated by k " ho.

Claim, h is M[j(G)j -generic for j(QK).

Proof: This argument is very similar to 3.3.S.B. Suppose D c j(QK) is an open

dense set, with D € M[j(G)]. By Theorem 3.3.9 it follows that M[;(G)] =

{ fc(/)(s) j / € Mo[jo(G)]fcs € Q<U-' }, and so in particular D = fc(/)(s) for some

/ € Mo[jo(G)], and s € a<u. Without loss of generality, dom(/) = ajp", and /(t)

is an open dense subset of jo(QK) f°r all i € dom(/). Since jo(QK) has a <7o-closed

dense set in Moho(G)], it follows that D1 = n</(t) is still open dense. Consequently,

D' nho ̂  0, and so k(D')r\h^Z>. But D' c f ( t ) for all t, so k(D'} c fc(/)(s) = D.

Thus, D r\h ̂  0. This proves the claim. Qcu.,»

The corollary follows since obviously h pulls back to ho via /c, which pulls back

to g via jo, so h pulls back to g via j. Therefore, all three embeddings lift through

the QK forcing. DCO,OU»TT

The power of this corollary is that jo is just an ultrapower map by a measure

on K. Such maps have many useful properties, among them K-closure and |jo(«)| =

JO(K+) = K*. Let's apply these theorems in the case of K-concerned forcing.

i
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Main Theorem (part 2) 3.3.11 It is (relatively) consistent that K is strong, yet

the GCH holds and K has fragile measurabihty.

Proof: This argument will closely follow the proof of part 1 (Theorem 3.2.14).
The poset will be defined in an almost identical manner as before, but because
strong embeddings lack the crucial closure property making the master condition
argument in the supercompact case succeed, the lifting argument here will differ.
Let us proceed.

Assume V ^= ZFC and K is strong. Assume for free by the forcing argument
of [WOO3] (or the inner model argument of [MIT]) that V \= GCH. Fix I a Laver
function for K. As before, assume that dom(£) is a subset of the inaccessibles. Define
as in Theorem 3.2.14 the notion of a 6-data packet, and again let the forcing Q^ at

stage 8 be trivial unless the following unlikely condition holds:

•fc-£ : 8 € dom(£) &: £(8) = (05.d$) is a 6-data packet.

Define Q£, Q$, and PK just as before. Fix a K-data packet (aK ,<fK ) , and use it to
define QK just as before.

Lemma 3.3.11.A PK * QK is a Laver induced basic reverse Easton iteration.

Proof: Identical to Lemma 3.2.14.A. QL,«»=,.

Now suppose that G * g c PK * QK is V-generic. I would like to show that K is
strong in VfGJfo], so fix 7 a D-fixed point with cofinality above K. I will show that K

is still 7-strong in V[G][p], by lifting an embedding in V. By Theorem 3.3.9 above,

there is a 7-strong embedding j : V —>• M which lifts in V[G][</] to the commutative
diagram below, where j(PK] = PK * QK * Pt^ and j ( G } = G * g * gt^.

V[G\

Mo[jo(G)]

The map jo is an ultrapower map germinated by the seed («,7o), where £(70) = 7-
It remains to lift through the QK forcing. "Unfortunately, since j " K~*~ $ M, there

is no master condition as in the supercompact case. Nevertheless, I will be able to
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construct an Mo[jo(G)]-generic for jo(QK) which pulls back to g. This will allow

the lift of jo and so by Corollary 3.3.10 the whole diagram will lift, witnessing that

K is still 7-strong in V[G][0]. Let's begin this construction. Denote as before by C°

the set C%\J{K}.

Claim 3.3.11.B C° is a condition in Qj°/*y

Proof: Identical to 3.2.14.B.i. Qcu».

The lifting technique in [c-w] rehes on the following key observation:

Key Technical Claim 3.3.11.C (WoODIN) If M0[jo(G)] j= \X\ *£ JO(K), then

Xl " K+

Proof: First observe by regularity that JO(K+) = sup jo " K+ . Now let S = X fl jo "

K+. If |5| > K+ then 5 must be cofinal in sup jo " K+ , and therefore in JO(K+). Thus

X is unbounded in jo(K+): a regular cardinal in Mo[jo(G)], and therefore must have

size JO(K+], contrary to assumption. Do«m

Since we are looking for a generic subset of jo(QK) which pulls back to g, it is

natural to consider the set jo " g- We must find a generic extending jo " g- Let

D1 = { p € jo(QK) p i i jo " 9 }, in y[G][0], where p n X means that p is compatible

with every member of X.

Claim 3.3.11.D If D e Mo[jo(G)] is dense in jo(QJ, then D HP ̂  <Z>.

Proof: If not, then for some such D, D fl D = 0. Let E £ D be a maximal

antichain in Mo[jo(G)j. Thus, every p e E is incompatible with some member of

jo " g. Let X = Up££supp(p). Since jo(QK) 1S the <jo(«) support product of the

(Q? (K)) i it follows that X is the union of sets of size less than JQ(K). Since QK

has the AC+-C.C, it follows that E has size at most jo(«)- Therefore, \X\ ^ jo(«) in

Mo[jo(G)]. By the Key Claim S - X n jo " K+ has size at most K. But (M0)K £ MO

in V since jo is an ordinary ultrapower map, and so M0[j'o(Gr)] £ Mo[jo(G)] in

V[G][g] by the Closure Claims 2.2.2 and 2.2.1, since G * g was added by K+-C.C.

forcing. Therefore. S € Mo[jo(G)]. Now, continuing with the main argument,

define p € jo(QK) by supp(p) = 5 and p(jo(a)) = ^K • Since the support of p has

size < jo(«), claim B implies that p is indeed a condition in jo(QK)- We have almost

reached a contradiction. Since every element, of E is incompatible with an element

of jo " g, it must be incompatible on some coordinate in 5. But the semi-master

condition p is below (jo " g) \ S. Therefore, every element of E is incompatible with

p. This contradicts that E was a maximal antichain. Oci^m
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A similar argument shows that if D € Mo[jo(G)] is dense below q € D, then there

is a p ^ q with p e D fi D. With the help of D we will now construct the generic.

Mo[jo(G)] has a cofinal collection of open dense sets for jo(QK) of size JO(K+),
namely the ones arising from maximal antichains. Since jo(^+) has cardinality K+

in V. we may line them up in V[G][#] into a /e+ sequence { D0 | a < K+ }. Now
define by induction a descending sequence of conditions { pQ | Q < K+ ), such that

Pa e B> n DO- At each step of the induction, choose only conditions q which satisfy
the "altitude" requirement: for every B € supp(g), q(/3] mentions a point above K.

Such conditions are dense. The conditions pa will generate the desired generic.

To start, let pc be any element of DfiDo which satisfies the altitude requirement.
If pa is defined, then pick pQ+i below it. satisfying the altitude requirement, and

also in D H Da+y • Such a choice is possible by the remark after Claim D. If pQ has

been defined for all a < A. then let q — Iimp0. That is, supp(g) = Usupp(pQ),

and q(&) ~ (Jpa(/3). This is a condition since the top point added has cofinality
no more than A < K+. yet it is above K by the altitude requirement, and so it

cannot be inaccessible. The complicated reflection requirement does not apply to

it. This condition q is the weakest condition below all the pc/s, and so q is still
compatible with jo " 5, since any incompatibility would have shown up in an earlier

pQ. Therefore q £ B>, and so pick p\ € D n D\ below q and satisfying the altitude
requirement. This completes the definition of the sequence (p0 | a < K+ \.

Let h be the filter generated by the pQ's. Since pa € h Pi Da, every dense set

is met, and so h is Mo[jo(G)}-generic. Since every pa is compatible with jo " <?, it

follows that jo " g £ h, and so h pulls back to g. Therefore, jo lifts through the QK

forcing to yield J0 : V'[G][fif] -> Mo[jo((?)|jo(?)]. By Corollary 3.3.10, then, the map
j lifts to j : V[G][<7] —* M[j(G)][j($r)]. and thus by Lemma 3.3.4 witnesses that K is

still 7-strong in VfGjfg] . By taking 7 to be arbitrarily large, we conclude that K is

still strong in V[G?][0].

Lemma 3.3.11.E n-concerned forcing over V[G][gr] destroys tie measurabiiity of
K..

Proof: Identical to Lemma 3.2.14.C. Qi^mm.

This completes the proof of the theorem. DTb«rem
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§3.4 Fragile Measurability in the Case

The axiom II(K) was chosen as representative of the strongest large cardinal hy-
potheses. I will prove the relative consistency of II(K) with fragile measurability.

obtaining thereby an "inner model" result for an axiom not yet reached by inner

model theory.

Definition 3.4.1 The axiom II(K) is the assertion that there is an elementary

embedding j : V\ -f 1 — » V\ + 1. where j (A) = A > cp(j) = K. Refer to, for example.
[Kan], for elaboration. Kunen's V =£ M argument in [KUN] says that necessarily
A = supn nn, where KO = K, and Kn+i = j ( K n ) . A A-iteration P\ c V\ + 1 is said
to be j-coherent iff j(P7) = Pj(7) for all 7 < A. We will say PA admits a master
condition for j iff there is a condition q e P> such that ql'f-p € G — + j(p) € G, where
G is the name of the generic.

The proof of the following lemma follows the usual construction of a master

condition for II(K) embeddings.

Lemma 3.4.2 If j : V\ -f 1 — + V\ -f 1 and P> is a j-coierent directed closed simpJe
reverse Easton iteration, then PX admits a master condition for j.

Proof: Define q in steps. Let g \ KI € PKl be the trivial condition. Now define
the rest of g. In the following, the Boolean value brackets f ] are computed with
the poset PKn, i.e. with RO(PKn), where n > 1. Let G be the PXn-name for the
generic up to /cn, canonically determined by the name for the generic on P\. So
|G c PKn & G is y-generic] = 1. Notice that f j " G c PKn+1 ] = 1, and also

[|(j " G)(/cn)| = |G(/en_i)| $ 2/c—1 < «nl = 1, where (j " G)(«n) denotes the set
{J(p)(Kn) I P € G}. Since |QKn is < Kn-directed closed] = 1 and f (; " G)(/cn) c
QKn has FIP] = 1, there is a P^-name a such that f a € QKr> &: (Vp € G)a <

J(P)(*»)] = 1. Define 9(»cn) = a. Similarly, | |(j "G) r(««, K«+I)| = |C?r(tn-i,«n)| ^
/cn ] = 1, and |P/cn+i,Kn+1 is < K,n-directed closed] = 1, so there is a name 6 such

that 16 € PKn+i,^n+1 & (Vp € G)(V/? € (*n,,cn + l))fe(0) ^ j(p)(/S)] = 1. Define

q \ («„, Kn+i) = i- By induction, this defines 5 f «;„ for all n, and hence q = q \ A.
Clearly q € P^, since an inverse limit is taken at stage A, and there is no problem with
the support of q at each Kn. Now, let's prove that q works. Suppose q € G and G c P^

is V-generic. If p € G, then by the construction of 5, q \ [/cn, Kn-j_i) ^ j(p) I [Km "n+i)
in VP"" for all n > 1. Thus, q \ [KJ, A) ̂  j(p) \ [«i, A). Notice that j ( p ) \ K i - j(pfie)l.
So j(p) is trivial between K and KJ . It follows now that if p,q € G then for all /S < A,

G(/3), and hence j(p) € G. This proves the lemma, o^mm.
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Theorem 3.4.3 Suppose I I ( K ) holds with witness j : V> -f 1 —»• VA -f 1, and PX is a

j-coherent simpJe reverse .Easton iteration which admits a master condition q for j.

Then q Ih II(K). In fact q Ih j lifts to the forcing extension.

Proof: Notice first that all the nn 's are inaccessible, and since PX is a simple reverse

Easton iteration, it preserves this by Lemma 3.1.4.

Lemma 3.4.3.A If G c PA is V-generic then \\ +1 [ Unew Gn] — V[G\\ + 1, where

Gn denotes G \ nn. (i.e. taking names in V\ -f 1 suffices to obtain all of V[£?]> + I.)

Proof: First I will prove that V\ [ U Gn] = V[G]^. c is clear since the rank of

an object never exceeds the rank of its name. For 2, suppose TG € V[G]>. Then
TC € ^[^jtn f°r some n. Therefore, by closure and the fact that nn is a D-fixed

point. TG could not have been added by the tail poset PKn.x, and must in fact have

a PKR-name. Without loss of generality, assume r is a P^-name. By the Name

Rank Lemma 3.1.2. TQ has a name with rank less than Kn+i, say c € VKn+l. Thus.

re = ^Gn+1 € Vx [Gn+i]-

Now let's prove the lemma. Again c is clear. For 2, suppose TG € V[G]A + 1-

Therefore, by the above remarks, TC £ Xx[G]. In particular, TG = UnT(j n V[G]Kn,

and each of these sets by the above paragraph has a name in V>, decided by an

initial segment of G. This sequence of names is in V^ + 1. But the name of a union

is the union of the names, so TG has a name in V\ + 1. and thus TG £ Vx + 1 [ U Gn] •

This proves the lemma. Qi^»m.

Let q € PX be the master condition given in the hypothesis. The relation p IH

V[(?]A + 1 |= <t>(r) is definable in \\ + 1 by a straightforward induction. This is

important since the poset P^ is only a subset, and not an element, of V\ + 1.

Lemma 3.4.3.B q IK j lifts to V[G]\ + 1.

Proof: Suppose q e G where G £ PA is V-generic. Define j on V[G],x+} by J'(TG) =

J(T)G. By Lemma A, using the special names which need consult only elements

of Uneu-Gn, assume r € Vx + 1, and so this definition is at least plausible. It is

well denned since if <JG — TC then p IH a = r for some p € G. Thus, since V\ + 1

can verify this, j ( p ) IH j(a) — j(r). But j ( p ) € G since q is a master condition, so

J(CT)G = J(T)G- An identical argument establishes that j is elementary for V[G],\ + 1,

just as in the Lifting Lemma 2.1.1. Qi-«nm.

This proves the theorem, since the lift of j witnesses that Ii(fc) holds in V[G],

provided q € G. QTb«o,«m

The following well known corollary illustrates how this theorem may be applied.
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Corollary 3.4.4 CONT(ZFC + II(K.)) — > CON(ZFC + GCH + II(K)) .

Proof: Let PX be the simple reverse Easton A-iteration which forces the GCH up to |

A. That is, Q7 = Add(7"f,l) if 7 is a cardinal at stage 7, trivial otherwise. Notice

that Q7 forces T — 7"*", and that Q7 has size 27, and is <7 directed closed. So f\ . j

is a directed closed simple reverse Easton iteration. Since P> is definable in V\ + 1

without parameters, it is also j-coherent for any j : V\ + 1 — * Vx + 1. Therefore, PX

preserves II(K), by Lemma 3.4.2 and Theorem 3.4.3. It also forces the GCH up to

A. Forcing the GCH above A using Easton's original argument is highly closed and

therefore will not disturb V> + 1[G). Consequently, it will also preserve II(K). Dc.,ou..y

I can also deduce the /c-concerned result in the case II(K).

Main Theorem (part 3) 3.4.5 It is (reJatj'veJy) consistent that II(K). yet n has

fragile measurability.

Proof: This argument will resemble the proofs of parts 1 and 2. Assume V ^=

ZFC + II(K). By Corollary 3.4.4 assume also V \= GCH. Fix j : V> + 1 -» V\ + 1 a

witness for II(K). Next define the somewhat complicated PX-

Fix c* = { a7 | 7 < K } and d* = { <iT | 7 < K } such that a7 = <i7 = 0 unless 7

is an inaccessible cardinal, in which case {a7.cZ7} is a 7-data packet, as defined in

3.2.14. Using j. extend c* and d* to A-sequences. That is, since G*, j(a*), j2(c*), . . .

are coherent sequences which become longer and longer up to A, define o = UnjII(a*)

to get a A- sequence extending c*. Similarly, define d = Unj
n(d*). Observe that

j(a) = a and j ( d ) — d. Write a = ( a7 | 7 < A } and d = ( d^ \ 7 < A } where the

above properties on a7 and d-, hold by elementarily even above K.

Let us say as before that (7, a) reflects to (7', a'} iff both 7 and 7' are inaccessible

and the data packets given by a and d agree. For example, (j(K)>j(a)) reflects to

(K, a) since A3^l =• j(A°) by the definition of a, and j(A%) f~l K x K = A% by

elementarily. Similarly PJj'j = j(D°) since j ( d ) = d, and j(D°) n K = D° by

elementarity.

Define as in 3.2.14 and 3.3.11 the poset Q° = {C c 7 j C is closed but bounded,

and if 7' is an inaccessible cluster point of C, then (7, a) reflects to (7', a'} for some

a', and C n 7' = Cy }, ordered by end extension, where Ca, is the generic club in

7' added at the (earlier) stage 7'. Let Q7 again be the <7-support product of the

Q°, and let PX be the reverse Easton A-iteration of the Q7. Observe that unlike the

argument in 3.2.14 and 3.3.11, I now perform nontrivial forcing well beyond K.
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Lemma 3.4.5.A P> is a j-coherent basic reverse Easton iteration.

Proof: The proof that it is a basic reverse Easton iteration is just like the corre-

sponding argument in 3.2.14.A., so I need only verify j-coherence. But P7 is defined

explicitly from a f 7 and d \ 7. Since j(c f 7) = a f j ( f ) and j(d \ 7) = d \ .7(7), it

follows that j(P7) = PJ(T). Thus. FA is ;-coherent. D'—

Lemma 3.4.5.B PA admits a master condition for j.

Proof: As before, let q \ KI = 1. The next step is to define <?(KI). Denote by C%

the set C°(J{K}.

Claim 3.4.5.B.1 Cjf is a valid condition in Q7'/*].

Proof: Identical to the same claim in the supercompact case. Qcuim

Let's tie all these conditions together into t € QKJ by defining supp(t) = j " /c"4"

and t(j(a)) = C°. Define g(/ci) = t. It remains to define 9(7) when 7 is an

inaccessible above KI. Thus nn < 7 ^ «n+i for some n > 1. The forcing at stage 7.

namely Q7, is allowed to refer to the generic up to stage 7, for example GKn+\. Since

G*n+i c P^+i, it follows by j-coherence that j " GKn+i £ P(ltfl+1)+1. If p € GKn+i,

then j(p)(7) € Q7, and in particular, j(p)("f)(oe} e Q°. Define in y Kn a function 5

with dom(,s) = 7"*" by s(a) = D{ j(p)(7)(ci') j p € GKn+i }, where the bar indicates

taking the closure, i.e. adding the supremum.

Claim 3.4.5.B.H s(a] is a valid condition in Q°

Proof: Since the set { j(p)(7)(a) p € GKn+i } consists of coherent closed bounded

subsets of 7, their union is certainly a subset of 7, and closed, except possibly for

missing its supremum-call it 0. Since GKn+i has cardinality nn
+ < 7, s(a] is the

union of fewer than 7 many bounded subsets of 7, and hence is bounded. The

initial segments of s(a) are of the form j(p)(7)(a) and hence valid conditions in

Q". To check, therefore, that s(a) is a valid condition in Q*, it suffices to check

only the reflection property on /?. Notice that since /? is the supremum of the

union of an unbounded collection of no more than nn
+ many subsets of 7, it follows

that cof(/?) ^ KTI+- But surely /3, if nonzero, is above /cn
+ since Kn

+ = J(K^_J)

and: for every p € GKn+i pick p1 € GKn+i such that p' ^ p. supp(p') = supp(p),

but if 6 € supp(p), 6 > K^_J then for every a < 6+, p'(6)(a) mentions elements

above K^"_J or it is trivial. That is, you get p' from p by mentioning ordinals

above K^_J whenever it is possible for you to do so without changing the support.

Notice that whenever p € GKn+i has a nontrivial j(p)(7)(a), then the corresponding
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j(p')(7)(a) will mention points above «.„"*". Thus /tn"1" < {3, if /? is nonzero, so /? is

not inaccessible, and the reflection property does not apply. I can add /? for free.

This proves the claim. Dcuim

Since each condition j(p}(j) has <7 support, and there are only K^"1" many p's.

it follows that ^ has <7-support, and consequently s € Q7. That is, s(a) = 0 for

lots of a since j(p)(7)(a) = 0 for lots of a. Define 9(7) = s. By induction, this

completely defines the condition q. I must check that the support of q obeys the

reverse Easton requirements. Observe supp(g) fl (*.„,*„+) = UpeGKn+: suPpO(p))-

This is a small union, since IG^+i $ «.„"*". and so will not disturb the support

requirement at inaccessibles above nn. Thus, q € P>.

It remains to check that q is a master condition. Suppose q € G and p e G.

where G £ P^ is V-generic. I must check that j(p] € G. Note that p f K = j(p) \ /c,

and since a direct limit was taken at stage K, a tail of p f K is 1. Since the start

of this tail is not moved by j, it follows that j(p) \ [K./CI) = 1. Thus, p \ KI <

j(p) \Ki- Furthermore, since q(Ki)(j(a)} = C°, it follows that q(Ki}(j(o:)^ is below

j'(p(/c)(a)) = <7'(p)(Ki)(_;(a)) for any p € G. Since the support of P(K) has size

less than K, J(P(K)) is trivial on the other coordinates, and so $(/ci) ^ J(P)(KI).

Now assume 7 > KJ . By construction, 9(7)(a) 4 j(p)(7)(a) for any p € G. Thus.

9(7) ^ J(P)(T)- So on any coordinate, one of q or p is stronger than j(p}. Since

g,p € G, it follows that j(p] € G, and therefore q is a master condition. This proves

the lemma. nL«nm,»

Therefore, by the previous theorems, j lifts, and V[G] \= II(K). We are nearly

done. The argument that K-concerned forcing over V[G] destroys the measurability

of K is the same as in the supercompact and strong cases. Thus, the theorem is

proved. DTI...,,̂
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§3.5 Questions Concerning Fragile Measurability

I am interested in, but have as yet no answer to. the following questions.

1. Is there a large cardinal property B. such that if B(K) then there is a K-concerned
poset which preserves the measurability of K?

2. Is it (relatively) consistent that K is a large cardinal, yet K-concerned forcing
destroys the weak compactness of K?

3. Can you weaken K+-preservation to K++-preservation in the definition of K-
concerned posets and still obtain the consistency results in this chapter? How
about K+++-preservation or beyond?
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